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Abstract

The colours of objects perceived by a colour camera are dependent on the illumination conditions.
For example, when the prevailing illumination condition does not correspond to the one used in the
white balancing of the camera, the object colours can change their appearance due to the lack of
colour constancy capabilities. Many methods for colour constancy have been suggested but so far
their performance has been inadequate. Faces are common and important objects encountered in
many applications. Therefore, this thesis is dedicated to studying face colours and their robust use
under real world illumination conditions. The main thesis statement is "knowledge about an object's
colour, like skin colour changes under different illumination conditions, can be used to develop more
robust techniques against illumination changes".

Many face databases exist, and in some cases they contain colour images and even videos.
However, from the point of view of this thesis these databases have several limitations: unavailability
of spectral data related to image acquisition, undefined illumination conditions of the acquisition, and
if illumination change is present it often means only change in illumination direction. To overcome
these limitations, two databases, a Physics-Based Face Database and a Face Video Database were
created. In addition to the images, the Physics-Based Face Database consists of spectral data part
including skin reflectances, channel responsivities of the camera and spectral power distribution of
the illumination. The images of faces are taken under four known light sources with different white
balancing illumination conditions for over 100 persons. In addition to videos, the Face Video
Database has spectral reflectances of skin for selected persons and images taken with the same
measurement arrangement as in the Physics-Based Face Database. The images and videos are taken
with several cameras. 

The databases were used to gather information about skin chromaticities and to provide test
material. The skin RGB from images were converted to different colour spaces and the result showed
that the normalized colour coordinate was among the most usable colour spaces for skin chromaticity
modelling. None of the colour spaces could eliminate the colour shifts in chromaticity. The obtained
chromaticity constraint can be implemented as an adaptive skin colour modelling part of face tracking
algorithms, like histogram backprojection or mean shift. The performances of these adaptive
algorithms were superior compared to those using a fixed skin colour model or model adaptation
based on spatial pixel selection. Of course, there are cases when the colour cue is not enough alone
and use of other cues like motion or edge data would improve the result. It was also demonstrated that
the skin colour model can be used to segment faces and the segmentation results depend on the
background due to the method used. Also an application for colour correction using principal
component analysis and a simplified dichromatic reflection model was shown to improve colour
quality of seriously clipped images. The results of tracking, segmentation and colour correction
experiments using the collected data validate the thesis statement.

Keywords: image colour analysis, machine vision, computer vision, skin colour, varying
lighting conditions, colour camera
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List of symbols

Greek Letters

α weight for refreshing model histogram
δ spectral reflectance of skin
∆ difference
ε basis function
η spectral sensitivity or spectral response
Θ imaging geometry like photometric angles
λ wavelength
µ mean
ρ spectral reflectance of the sample

Abbreviations

bmp bitmap
CCD Charge Coupled Device
CIE Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage
CS colour signal
D dimension (1D, 2D or 3D)
DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung
DR dichromatic reflection
ICA independent component analysis
IR infrared
K Kelvin (unit for colour temperature)
MA moving average
NCC Normalized Colour Coordinates
NCS Natural Colour System



nm nanometer
PCA principal component analysis
RGB red, green and blue pixel values
SCE spectral component excluded
SCI spectral component included
SOM self-organizing map
SPD spectral power distribution of illumination
SVD singular value decomposition
UO University of Oulu
WWW World Wide Web
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Colour cameras, video cameras and their applications have become increasingly popular
among professionals and amateurs alike. Still, many colour related problems have not yet
vanished, like problems of a colour camera keeping stable colour appearance for an object
or producing similar colour appearances as the human vision system. To make the situation
more difficult, different colour cameras do not necessarily produce the same colour appear-
ances for the same scene under the same imaging conditions. One of the main reasons for
different appearances is in the first stage of image formation: spectral sensitivities of the
sensors diverge from those of the human eye and from the other cameras. Of course, there
are cameras with responses similar to the human eyes, but at least so far they are rarely used
today.

One of the remarkable things in the human vision system is its ability to disregard the
effects of widely varying illumination, automatically. This ability aids in keeping the ob-
ject’s colour appearance stable, and it is often erroneously called colour constancy which
is only approximately true. In the literature, it has been claimed to be both a high level brain
process (which contains, among other things, a memory for some colours, and adjustment
for lighting level) or a low level process. The details behind the colour constancy mecha-
nism are still under research, although many theories and studies have been suggested, but
they are beyond the scope of this thesis.

Unfortunately, colour cameras themselves do not have this kind of “built-in” mecha-
nism against illumination dependency. They cannot separate changes in an object’s reflect-
ance from changes in illumination over the object. The proper white balancing or white
calibration of the camera to the prevailing light source does not guarantee any other colour
than the “white” calibration object having the same colour appearance in images taken un-
der different light sources. The problem worsens when the illumination changes from the
calibrated cases: distortion can appear in objects’ colours (both in intensity and in chroma-
ticity) due to the illumination variation and the properties of cameras, like limited dynamic
range.
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Problems caused by illumination in colour imaging are handled in general in four dif-
ferent manners: 1) preventing changes by controlling illumination or ignoring information
taken under changed condition, 2) using a process which disregards illumination, 3) adapt-
ing to the changes or 4) combining the second and the third to improve robustness. The first
possibility is inadequate in many applications because it is impossible to control illumina-
tion in many real world situations and ignoring information may lead to a loss of essential
data. The second option is to use illumination invariant (or robust) features or colour cor-
rection, in other words, colour constancy for cameras. Illumination invariance here means
invariance / robustness towards lighting with different spectra and intensity although in
some cases it has been used to stand for invariance to the direction of a light source. The
goal of colour correction is usually correction of chromaticities back to the original values,
while the invariant features try to present colour information independent of lighting con-
ditions. A massive number of papers have been published in this area, but still for machine
vision applications their performance is not necessarily enough. For example, some colour
cameras do have an automatic colour correction method like the grey world algorithm
(Buchsbaum 1980) and these methods can produce satisfactory results at least for a human
observer as long as the assumptions and constraints imposed by the methods are valid. But
in many scenes, the results are poor even for human evaluation and it is very easy to show
that these algorithms fail. In fact, the correction can lead to unstable colour appearance and
wrongly corrected colours. Almost all correction algorithms except Retinex (Land 1977,
Land 1986, and Land & McCann 1971) work under one global illumination change where-
as in practise, local changes are common. There have been anyway suggested methods for
correcting nonuniform intensity (Chang & Reid 1996, Powell et al. 1999) but this can be
also cancelled by using only chromaticities. Illumination invariant features can be pixel
based or region based but they are not successful either for the same reasons as the colour
correction algorithms. In an extreme case, these features are obtained by quantization to a
few possible colour values (Redfield & Harris 2000). This causes poor discrimination ca-
pability and is therefore useful only in a couple of applications. In general, once the illumi-
nation has changed and sensor readings obtained, it is impossible to reconstruct the ideal
values due to information losses introduced by the change. The third option is investigated
in this thesis whereas the fourth option will be hopefully studied in the future.

In this thesis, the adaptive schema are studied with colour images or frames of human
faces and facial skin colour because a practical solution for realistic illumination problems
is being sought for machine vision purposes. Also a colour correction schema for facial col-
ours is presented under severe information loss due to clipping. Faces are selected as the
study target since they are common and important objects in videos and images. But what
is skin colour? Although the answer to this question might seem trivial - perceived colour
appearance of skin - a closer look at it reveals an interesting dependence on the perceiver.
The human perceiver usually sees the skin colour as quite constant and stable over a wide
range of illumination conditions. The skin chromaticities observed are few and are located
in a limited region in the chromaticity space. In fact, humans can easily notice even a small
deviation from these chromaticities and therefore it is important to have a high quality rep-
resentation of skin colour (Harwood 1976, Satyanarayana & Dalal 1996 and Lee & Ha
1997). On the other hand, uncalibrated cameras can produce a rainbow colour appearance
for skin under illumination conditions varying between sunset / sunrise and daylight be-
cause of the lack of a colour constancy ability. The possible skin chromaticities for the cam-
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era cover a large region in a chromaticity space. This skin chromaticity region can be
reduced drastically by white balancing the camera properly each time for the prevailing il-
lumination. Although often unspecified in the literature, in this thesis, the skin colour refers
to all possible perceivable chromaticities of skin. The term skin tone is used to refer to cases
with a smaller skin chromaticity area and shades generally associated with proper skin col-
our by humans.

1.2 The scope and contributions of the thesis

The main statement of this thesis is: knowledge of an object’s colour, like skin colour
changes under different illumination conditions, can be used to develop more robust tech-
niques against illumination changes. Faces were selected as the objects to be studied be-
cause they are common and important in very many applications. To prove the statement,
this thesis employs three different phases: 1) collecting facial skin data under different il-
lumination conditions, 2) analysing the data, and 3) applying the obtained knowledge. The
following list shows the novel contributions and their support for the main statement:

* A method for evaluating colour camera performance (Paper I) is developed for stud-
ying metamerism in human and camera vision systems and is used in evaluating cam-
eras. This information can also be used as a criterion for selecting a camera or between
human vision and device colour spaces.

* A unique Physics-based Face Database (Paper II) is introduced for face related colour
research. Its novelty lies in the combination of face images and spectral data related to
the formation of those images as well as the procedure for studying the illumination
effects on the images. In the procedure, the camera was first white balanced to one of
the light sources and then images were taken under this light source and under other
light sources with different spectral power distribution. This was repeated for four dif-
ferent light sources. The purpose of the database is to collect knowledge about facial
skin colour appearance under known illumination and camera white balancing condi-
tions.

* A novel method for skin colour correction is presented for face images with clipping
(Paper III). For this method, the knowledge obtained from the database is shown to be
useful for its development.

* Creation of a chromatic constraint which does not only cover different illumination
conditions but also takes into account the effect of different camera calibrations (Paper
IV). This constraint offers information about possible skin chromaticities perceivable
by a colour camera with a certain illumination range and white balancing conditions.

* Use of basis functions obtained from skin colour signals for creating the chromatic
constraint (Paper V). This is a spectral based method for obtaining the information
about skin chromaticities under different conditions. In addition, it makes it easy to
simulate outputs for different cameras.

* A study on how skin colour behaves in different colour spaces and evaluation of their
usefulness (Paper VI). The purpose is to analyse different colour spaces for chromatic
constraint based applications.

* A novel Face Video Database (Paper VII) which contains videos with drastic colour
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changes taken in real environments and face images under known illumination is sug-
gested for the testing and developing of algorithms. The videos have been taken with
several different cameras. In addition, the face localizations are available in each
frame. The goal is once again data collection.

* Implementing a chromatic constraint as a part of different face tracking methods to
make possible adaptive skin colour modelling (Paper IV and Paper VIII). Here it is
shown that the knowledge obtained about skin chromaticities can be used to provide
robustness against illumination change.

* Visualizing how different skin models can be used for segmenting faces in videos (Pa-
per VIII). This is another example of how the chromaticity constraint provides im-
proved results against illumination change.

1.3 The outline of the thesis

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, an overview is given of the properties of human skin and the earlier re-

search related to face and skin analysis.
Chapter 3 presents a basis of image acquisition and its physical background for a CCD

camera. Especially issues related to a camera’s non-idealities and white balancing condi-
tions are studied in detail. An example of automatic colour correction failure is demonstrat-
ed. In addition, the responses and outputs of colour cameras are evaluated and compared to
those of the human vision system. There is also a short overview of illumination types and
different device-dependent colour spaces.

Next, in Chapter 4, a unique Physics-based Face Database is presented for colour re-
search on faces. The skin reflectances from the database are used to evaluate uniformity of
the skin and the general shape of the spectra. Then the database is shown to be useful for
developing a method for correcting skin colours in severely clipped images.

Then in Chapter 5, skin chromaticities perceived by a colour camera are studied under
challenging illumination and camera white balancing conditions. Based on the available
data, two methods are suggested for creating the skin chromaticity constraint. In addition,
skin RGB is converted to seventeen different colour spaces which are compared using the
behaviour of skin chromaticities.

After this, some applications of obtained knowledge are shown in Chapter 6. The chro-
matic constraint introduced earlier is used in face tracking under drastic and challenging
illumination conditions. For test purposes, a novel Face Video Database is created contain-
ing videos and images taken by several cameras. Next, the constraint is applied as an adap-
tive part of a tracking method called histogram backprojection (Swain & Ballard 1991).
The results obtained using chromatic constraint are compared with those obtained using
nonadaptive modelling and another adaptive schema with backprojection. Then it is shown
that the chromatic constraint is as well applicable to another tracking method called mean
shift. Once again, a comparison between different ways of skin modelling is presented, also
the use of these modelling methods is investigated for segmenting faces in colour videos.

Finally, conclusions are drawn about the databases created, studies made and applica-
tions in Chapter 7.
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At the end, three appendices list further details. Appendix 1 contains transforms from
RGB to other colour spaces, and visualization of skin chromaticities at these colour spaces
are displayed in Appendix 2. The mean shift algorithm is presented in Appendix 3.
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2 An overview of colour-based face image and skin analysis

2.1 Some basic concepts in colour theory and spaces

The reflection from a surface can be diffuse (“body”), specular (“interface” or “regu-
lar”) or a mix of the two (Wyszecki & Stiles 2000). In the diffuse case, the incoming light
is scattered by the surface without any regularities. Mirror like interaction with light is
called specular reflection. The mixed reflection can be either gloss or retro-reflection.

Because an ordinary visual system describes the spectra only with a few descriptors,
different reflectances can obtain the same descriptor values. If two colour samples with dif-
ferent reflectance functions have the same colour appearance (= the same descriptor values)
under one viewing condition whereas under another they are discriminated to be separate
colours, they are called metameric samples. A common factor causing metamerism is illu-
mination change.

Illumination can be described accurately using spectral power distribution SPD which
is its radiant output over a wavelength range. A more rough descriptor of illumination is
colour temperature. Colour temperature (Wyszecki & Stiles 2000) relates a light source or
an illuminant to an ideal model called a Planckian radiator (also called a blackbody radiator
and a full radiator) and illustrates the relationship between the red and blue wavelength ar-
eas of the SPD. The Planckian radiator is a thermal radiator (hot body) with a continuous
SPD depending only on the temperature of the body material. Colour temperature gives a
reasonable good sensation of the “colour” of light: a high colour temperature refers to a
more bluish light, while a low colour temperature means a light with more reddish compo-
nents. It defines uniquely the SPD of a Planckian radiator which presents a light emitted by
an ideal blackbody source when heated at this certain temperature.

The Planckian locus is the curve formed by the chromaticities of different Planckian ra-
diators in a colour space. The CIE colour spaces model the colour processing of the human
vision system. The basic human colour space is CIE XYZ tristimulus values which can be
obtained by an illumination dependent transformation from the linear RGB values of the
camera. The CIE xy chromaticity coordinates are obtained from the normalization of X and
Y tristimulus values by the sum of all three tristimulus values. The CIE Lab and CIE Luv
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spaces were developed to obtain more perceptually uniform space for colour presentation
like Farnsworth’s uniform-chromaticity-scale UCS. The CIE Luv values can be processed
further to obtain CIE SH values which correspond to the saturation and hue of the colour.

Device colour spaces like RGB, HSV, YIQ and NCC rgb describe the colour responses
for a device which on the other hand can be very different from those of human space. Their
and other colour spaces’ formulae can be found in Appendix 1.

2.2 Properties of human skin

From the biological point of view, skin can be described as a layered structure, shown in
Fig. 1 (Nienstedt et al. 1984). The three main layers are subcutaneous tissue, dermis (cor-
tium), and epidermis. The surface of skin itself can be approximated to be diffusional or
matt because the uppermost level of skin is covered with dead cells causing no regular re-
flection. These dead cells are optically inactive (i.e. no fluorescent). The glossiness of skin
can be due to sweat, skin oil or some chemical products covering the surface.

The matt skin colour appearance is influenced by the light filtering capabilities of three
main colouring agents: melanin in epidermis, carotene in dermis and subcutaneous fat, and
blood capillaries across the dermis. Melanin is a brown pigment and carotene gives an or-
ange tint. Haemoglobin (an element of blood) can produce two different tints: if the hae-
moglobin is oxygenated (oxyhemoglobing) the tint is reddish or pinkish apart from when
it is deoxygenated (reduced haemoglobin) then the tint is bluish.

 Fig. 1. Structure of the skin. Structure of the epidermis: (1) Keratin, (2) Horny layer, (3) Lucid
layer, (4) Granular layer, (5) Spinous layer, (6) Basal layer and (7) Dermis.

The final skin spectra are formed by the interaction between skin and light: light striking
skin is transmitted, absorbed, and reflected through the layers. The spectra for human skin
generally form a continuous homologous series because of characterization caused by ab-
sorption of melanin and haemoglobin (Edwards & Duntley 1939). It has a higher relative
reflectance in long wavelengths (orange and red) than in short ones (blue and green). Like
most natural objects the skin has spectral variability which are in this case mainly due to
amount, density, and distribution of melanin. The skin can be described as an optically in-
homogeneous material because under the surface there are colourant particles which inter-
act with light, producing scattering and colouration.

Nerve Blood vessels Hair follicle

Duct of
sweat gland Sebaceous

gland

Hair

Epidermis
Dermis
Subcutaneous tissue

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
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2.3 Skin reflectances, PCA and ICA

Earliest studies on skin reflectances were made by Edwards and Duntley (1939), Buck and
Froelich (1948), and Stimson and Fee (1953) according to Wyszecki and Stiles (2000). Re-
cently, Angelopoulou (2001) has made noncontact measurement of skin at different places
to separate skin objects from those which have skin coloured appearance. There are some
shape differences in skin reflectances between her results and earlier measurements. Many
models have also been presented for generating and simulating easily different skin reflect-
ances, for example by Ohtsuki and Healey (1998), and So-Ling and Ling (2001). The re-
flectances obtained can be used for skin colour simulation as in Störring et al. (1999) who
computed skin colour appearance under different light sources with one camera calibration.
They also compare the calculated skin chromaticities to an average of those obtained from
images and find the difference to be reasonable small.

Skin reflectances have been also subjected to principal component analysis, PCA. Ac-
cording to Imai et al. (1996) and Nakai et al. (1998), skin reflectances can be presented by
just three basis functions which correspond to different skin colourants like melanin and
carotene. PCA (Moon & Phillips 1998) and independent component analysis ICA (Hy-
värinen et al. 2001) have also been applied to face images (a comparison between ICA and
PCA for colour recognition has been presented by Laamanen et al. (2000). The eigenvec-
tors produced by PCA are called eigenfaces and they are applied to face recognition but
usually on grey scale images. Soriano et al. (1999) extended the eigenface approach to
RGB images by applying PCA on each colour channel. They found that the first three ei-
genfaces contain information about the illumination and camera calibration, and are there-
fore useful for colour correction. ICA has been applied to colour face images to achieve
different components like melanin concentration and to simulate the skin colour appear-
ance with different degrees of components (Tsumura et al. 1999). ICA has been also used
in medical analysis (Tsumura et al. 2001) and cosmetic research (Shimizu et al. 2001) of
skin images.

2.4 Face databases

Up to date, databases containing many faces have been created employing cameras and
some of them contain colour images and even videos. Their main purpose has been to pro-
vide material to test and develop face recognition and detection algorithms. If the illumina-
tion changes are taken into consideration in these images, it is typically caused by variation
in illumination direction, camera viewpoint or different white balancing light sources. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the properties of face databases some of which can be even downloaded
from the WWW (see links at http://www.ee.oulu.fi/research/imag/color/). Also Yang and
Ahuja (2001) and Gong et al. (2000) provide information on some of these databases. The
physical basis of image formation data like camera responses are not considered with these
databases and in some cases not even the type of the camera is mentioned. The illumination
conditions are not reported and in some cases illumination changes are in fact caused by
changes in illumination direction. Some databases do contain videos, for example from TV,
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but they are not taken in real, drastic conditions.

Table 1. Face databases.

Face database
Number

of persons
Images Variables

Other data
related to face

MIT
(Turk & Pentland
1991)

16 men 27 images
per person
grey images

1. illumination
direction
2. head tilt (ori-
entation)
3. scale

a video
sequence of
person mov-
ing behind a
plant

Shimon Edelman's 28 persons minimum:
60 images
per person
grey images

1. horizontal
illumination
level
2. viewpoint
3. face expres-
sions (3)

CMU test images
for face detection

3 datasets;
2 test sets
not men-
tioned

grey images 1. frontal and
profile views
2. different
backgrounds

ground truths

University of Stir-
ling

not men-
tioned

1591
colour and
grey images

1. illumination
(not defined)
2. expression
3. different
views and poses

M2VTS (Pigeon
& Vandendrope
1997)

37 and 295 185 and 295
colour
images

1. rotation
2. expressions
3. glasses on /

off

four video
sequences per
person (295,
head rotation
under control-
led lighting)
and speech
data

Yale
(Belhumeur et al.
1997, Georghia-
des et al. 2001)

two data-
bases,
15 and 10

165
grey images
and
5850
grey images

1. facial expres-
sions
2. glasses on /

off
3. lighting direc-
tion and level
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UMIST
(Graham & Allin-
son 1998)

together
20 men
and
women

564
grey images

1. different
poses from pro-
file to frontal
view

Purdue AR Uni-
versity
(Martinez &
Benavente 1998)

126,
70 men
and 56
women

over 4000
colour
images
frontal view

1. facial expres-
sions
2. occlusions
3. illumination:
some images
with different
direction of yel-
lowish light

Goudail et al.
(1996)

116 11600 fron-
tal, grey
images

1. pose two 30 s mov-
ing head vid-
eos

AT & T (Olivetti)
(Samaria & Harter
1994)

40 400
grey images

1. time
2. lighting level
3. facial expres-
sions
4. glasses on /

off

University of Bern 30 450
grey images

1. head position
2. size
3. contrast

FERET
(Phillips et al.
2000)

not men-
tioned

14051
grey images

1. different
poses from pro-
files to frontal
view
2. different
lighting level
3. facial expres-
sions

ground truths

Table 1. Face databases.

Face database
Number

of persons
Images Variables

Other data
related to face

(continued).
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2.5 Studies of skin colours at different spaces

Because of increasing interest in faces, there have been studies on behaviour of skin chro-
maticities at different colour spaces. Many studies have indicated that the skin tones differ
mainly in their intensity value while they are very similar in chrominance coordinates, see
for example Graf et al. (1996), Yang and Waibel (1996), Graf et al. (1995), and Hunke and
Waibel (1994). Terrillon et al. (2000) evaluated both different chrominance spaces and skin
colour distribution models. They use a single Gaussian and Gaussian mixtures for model-
ling skin chromaticity distributions in nine colour spaces (TSL, NCC rgb, CIE xy, CIE SH,
HSV, YIQ, YES, CIE Luv and CIE Lab). (For other than CIE colour spaces(Wyszecki &
Stiles 2000), see Appendix 1). The images used in the evaluation were taken under slowly

Kodak data set
(Loui et al. 1998)

not men-
tioned

colour 1. size
2. pose
3. illumination
between images
(near white bal-
anced ones)

videos (no
big skin tone
changes)

The Japanese
Female Facial
Expression
(JAFFE) Database

10 women 213
grey images

1. facial expres-
sions

emotion rat-
ings

PEIPA (Pilot Euro-
pean Image
Processing
Archive)

two data-
sets

over 750
colour and
grey

1. pose
2. contrast

Harvard
(Hallinan 1995)

10 not men-
tioned
grey

1. illumination
direction

Usenix face dataset not men-
tioned

5592 1. variable view-
ing conditions

NISTS Special
Database 18 (Mug-
shot Identification
Database)

1573:
1495 men
and 78
women

3248
grey images

1. poses: frontal
and profile
2. size

Table 1. Face databases.

Face database
Number

of persons
Images Variables

Other data
related to face

(continued).
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varying illumination conditions under one camera or downloaded from the Internet. This
most probably means that their study considered only skin colours obtained under white
balanced or near white balanced conditions. According to their research, for a single Gaus-
sian model the best results were obtained in illumination normalized colour spaces, where-
as the use of Gaussian mixture models improved results with those colour spaces which do
not use illumination normalization. The use of Gaussian mixture in an illumination normal-
ized colour space produced comparable results to a single Gaussian model. They found that
skin colour distribution in a space with no illumination normalization is complex shaped.
The normalization produced distributions which were simpler to model, confined and more
efficient for skin colour segmentation. An interesting observation was made on the behav-
iour of HSV space: the saturation S is sensitive to skin colour and it took almost all values
for a limited hue H range. An illumination normalized colour space, TSL, was developed
and then produced better performance. In their paper, they also presented a technique for
calculating the threshold based on true positives and true negatives. Later, Terrillon et al.
(2001) found that NCC rgb and CIE xy were most efficient for skin segmentation and these
spaces produced the smallest area for skin chromaticities. They also tested portability of
colour spaces between two cameras and concluded that the most portable was CIE xy and
then NCC rgb. These two spaces were confirmed again to be best fitting for a single Gaus-
sian colour model and most effective for face detection. NCC rgb had the highest correct
face detection rate and correct nonface rejection rate.

Zarit et al. (1999) compare five colour spaces for classification of skin pixels in a colour
histogram based applications. The colour spaces were CIE Lab, Fleck HS, HSV, Normal-
ized RGB and YCrCb. The colour histogram based methods were based on a look-up table
and Bayesian decision theory. Most of the images in their study were downloaded from the
Internet, which means that the images do most probably contain very much shifting of chro-
maticities of skin tones. They found that for the look-up table method, the HS-spaces per-
formed best while the CIE Lab and YCbCr were poorer. For Bayesian decision based
classification, the choice of colour space did not matter but the maximum likelihood meth-
od produced better results than the maximum a posteriori method.

Three colour spaces, RGB, YUV and HSV, were evaluated for PCA based face recog-
nition by Torres et al. (1999). According to them, RGB and luminance Y produced equal
recognition rates, but better performance was obtained with SV components and YUV
space. However, the skin appearance did not have very many colour shifts between the test
image and found match image, and in all images shown faces and other skin objects seem
to have skin tone or near skin tones colour appearance.

However, these studies have not considered so much colour shifts from skin tones be-
cause they do not address clearly real illumination changes. They do not specify under
which camera white balancing and prevailing illumination conditions the images were tak-
en, although this might be difficult for images downloaded from the Internet. It is therefore
necessary to make a study about the behaviour of skin colours under defined camera white
balancing and prevailing illumination conditions for different colour spaces.
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2.6 Colour based detection, localization and tracking of skin

The skin colour is often used as a cue for detecting, localization and tracking targets con-
taining skin, like faces and hands in an image. It is often not enough to separate skin objects
from non-skin objects like wood, which can appear to be skin coloured. Therefore, skin is
often combined with other cues like motion, texture and edge features, but in this section
only the handling of colour is overviewed.

The goal is to divide the pixels of the image into skin coloured and non-skin coloured
ones. The simplest methods define skin colour to have a certain range or values in some
coordinates of a colour space. This can easily be implemented as a look-up table or as
threshold values as in Chai and Ngan (1998). Dai and Nakano (1996) enhanced orange-col-
oured parts in YIQ space by selecting only a certain range of the I component. Hidai et al.
(2000) defined an “ideal skin colour” by an average of precaptured face images, and based
on the closeness of image pixels to this point they defined skin and non-skin pixels. Addi-
tionally, histogram equalization was made to increase robustness against brightness fluctu-
ations. The second approach is to assume that the skin colours have different probability to
occur and these probabilities follow a certain distribution which can be learned. Common
features for these approaches are thresholds and tunable parameters; also the use of chro-
maticity coordinates is typical. The amount of skin pixels used for these off-line probability
calculations varies greatly in the literature. Hsu et al. (2002) suggested colour correction
before skin detection in YCbCr space. The colour correction was a version of the white
patch method in which transformation coefficients are calculated from the mean of the
highest 5 % luminance pixels if their amount exceeds a fixed threshold and the mean is not
a skin tone value. However, their correction algorithm does not take into account saturated
channels or the possibility of high valued pixels belonging to chromatic colour. After the
correction, a nonlinear transformation was applied to chromatic data to obtain a better fit
for the elliptical skin colour model. The detection algorithm was tested with quite moderate
illumination change and the most demanding cases have a simple, white background.

The selection of threshold(s) has also been made in various ways to exclude those skin
colours which occur too rarely. Comaniciu and Ramesh (2000) use a 1D skin colour distri-
bution with mean shift to track faces (see Appendix 3). The object probability distribution
was obtained off-line from an image or images taken in an office room. Although they men-
tioned that images were taken at different times (morning, afternoon and night) it was not
clear how big the skin colour changes were. Generally, their test of mean shift tracking
seems to be made under quite stable illumination conditions. Schiele and Waibel (1995)
have made a face tracker based on only skin colour. They use a probability distribution to
intensify the skin coloured region. Although they mention a colour map for most of the pos-
sible face-colours, they do not show or specify the chromaticity changes. Not all distribu-
tions are calculated off-line; for example Saxe and Foulds (1996) have suggested an on-line
iterative method in which after user-initialization, the histogram of the selected area is com-
pared to other histograms of patches.

The common parametric methods are based on Gaussians: unimodal Gaussian density
function (Cai & Goshtasby 1999, Kim et al. 1998, Yang & Ahuja 1998) or multimodal
Gaussian mixtures (Jebara & Pentland 1997, Jebara et al. 1998, Yang & Ahuja 1998). The
parameters of the former can be estimated using maximum likelihood (Cai & Goshtasby
1999, Kim et al. 1998, Yang & Ahuja 1998) whereas the estimation for the latter requires
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an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Jebara & Pentland 1997, Jebara et al. 1998,
Yang & Ahuja 1998). An output image which contains a skin probability has also been pre-
sented for face detection: Menser and Müller (1999) applied PCA on skin tone probability
images obtained from a 2D Gaussian colour model. However, an interesting study has
shown that histogram models provide better accuracy and lower computational cost than
mixture models for skin detection (Jones & Rehg 2002). In addition, according to Yang &
Ahuja (2001) single Gaussian distribution may detect less well the skin regions than a mix-
ture of Gaussians. Additional assumptions, like an homogeneous intensity field over the ob-
ject, have been made to separate more effectively skin and non-skin objects which have
similar chromaticities (Abdel-Mottaleb & Elgammal 1999). Skin colour distributions have
been learned also by neural network based approaches. Karlekar and Desai (2000) used a
multilayer perceptron to learn skin colour distribution and classify pixels into skin-tone and
non-skin tones. A Self Organizing Map (SOM) for labelling skin tones was used by Piirain-
en et al. (2000). It seems that all these different approaches work only in very well behaving
illumination conditions; at least they seem to be designed for stable illumination conditions
due to static models.

Adaptive approaches have also be suggested in order to cope with changing conditions.
One way is to define a range of possible skin colours in which a finer model is found. Sahbi
and Boujemaa (2000) collect a coarse skin colour model using neural networks from “a
very large population ethnicity” which is used for coarse level skin detection. Later, the ar-
eas found are subjected to Gaussian colour modelling for relevant and noisy skin points and
the parameters of the models are evaluated using a fuzzy clustering approach. They also
assume that skin objects have a homogeneous local colour distribution. Sigal et al. (2000)
adapted the skin colour histogram using a second order Markov model and feedback from
the current segmentation results. They initialized tracking using the model suggested by
Jones and Rehg (1999) for Internet images. Bergasa et al. (2000) presented a Gaussian skin
colour model which is both unsupervised (prototype) and adaptive. They use a prototype
cluster for representing human skin and the colour cluster which is closest to the prototype
is considered to be skin. However, this limits usability of their approach to quite static illu-
mination conditions. The adaptation of the model is done using a linear combination of pre-
vious model parameters. Cho et al. (2001) also used a predefined area for HSV skin colours
in which a finer area is selected by adjusting several threshold values. They did not consider
skin tone shifts because the thresholds for the hue component were fixed. Background areas
were eliminated by assuming that their area is small compared to skin regions. Also a clus-
ter analysis was performed to separate dominant background colour vectors from skin col-
oured ones. The skin coloured vectors were defined to be those which were nearest to
predefined values. Approaches with user initialization have also been proposed.

Rasmussen and Hager (1997) have developed a tracking method in which the user gives
an initialization region which is subjected to PCA to parametrize an ellipsoidal model. The
ellipsoidal model assumes that the object colours can be confined by a simple, point-sym-
metric cluster. Their tracking method uses a fixed tracking window and based on the target
found, the model is once again updated with PCA. However, their targets do not seem to
contain any chroma shifts. Tsapatsoulis et al. (2001) combine skin colours and shape to
template matching. They use an adaptive 2D Gaussian model whose parameters are re-es-
timated based on the current image. The pixels classified as skin were used for re-estima-
tion of the Gaussian mean value. Schuster (1994) use two colour models: an ellipsoid
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model and a mixture density model using RGB values. The mixture density model is ob-
tained as a weighted sum of colour density functions which describe the distribution of col-
our values. Based on the localized target, colour model parameters are calculated and used
for prediction of the parameters in the next frame. He also used a global colour model
which contains a priori knowledge about parameters. Shape information was used to make
sure that the pixels used for adapting both colour models were part of the object. Yang et
al. (1998) suggest adapting a Gaussian model using maximum likelihood criteria by mod-
elling it as a combination of the previous Gaussian distributions. Also in this case no big
changes in skin colour were shown.

For adaptive tracking, two different spatial constraints have been introduced for select-
ing the pixel for refreshing the skin colour model. Raja et al. (1998) (later also in McKenna
et al. (1999)) suggested adapting a Gaussian mixture model by a small area inside the lo-
calization. The Gaussian mixture model approximates the multi-modal distribution of the
object’s colours by using a number of suitably weighted Gaussians. They also use a nor-
malized log-likelihood measure to prevent adaptation under tracker failure which seems to
be caused by a shift in hue. Another spatial constraint was presented by Yoo and Oh (1999)
who used histogram backprojection for face tracking. The purpose of histogram backpro-
jection is to form a greyscale image in which the grey value shows the probability of a col-
our shade belonging to the object. It is assumed that the blob of high values in the image
indicates the presence of the object. The face was assumed to be an ellipse and the pixels
inside the located face ellipse were used to update the skin histogram. Also transductive
learning has been suggested for skin tracking (Wu & Huang 2000) for a linear subspace of
a combination of HSV and RGB spaces. The goal is to transduce the colour classifier so
that it works well in the changed conditions. Once again, the main illumination variability
seems to be caused by intensity changes.

However, the images and videos used for evaluation of these algorithms so far do not
contain very many chromaticity shifts nor a nonuniform illumination colour field. The ba-
sic assumption of many methods seems to be that the illumination colour does not vary sig-
nificantly due to restrictions built in the algorithms. More often the change is in the
intensity (due to shadowing for example) or image geometry. It might be that a different
choice of colour space would improve results, as was demonstrated by Terrillon et al.
(2001). An exemption to this is the work done by Störring et al. (2001) and Störring et al.
(1999). They consider skin colour under an illumination colour temperature range of 1500
K-25000 K with one camera calibration condition. Störring et al. (1999) named the area of
all possible skin chromaticities under the illumination range as a skin locus because the
chromaticities followed a Planckian locus. Störring et al. (2001) extended the work for
mixed illumination (for example cases when there are two light sources causing a nonuni-
form illumination field over the skin). They concluded that the results for the body reflec-
tion chromaticities are the same as in the cases of a single light source. In both papers, they
compared the average measured chromaticities to the modelled chromaticity area and
found a good match with actual spectral power distributions. Before then also Matas et al.
(1994) have suggested the use of chromaticity constraints. Unfortunately, their publications
have been deprived of details, so further evaluation of their results and constraints is diffi-
cult. Another interesting piece of research related to changing illumination conditions was
made by Debevec et al. (2000) who present a method to acquire the reflectance field of a
human face. They use their measurements to render the face under arbitrary illumination
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conditions.
Table 2 summarises some colour spaces used for pixel labelling for face based ap-

proaches. The most popular approach seems to be NCC rgb.

Table 2. Colour spaces for pixel labelling.

Colour space
Yang & Ahuja 2001 Other works

Authors Author

RGB Jebara & Pentland 1997,
Jebara et al. 1998,
Satoh et al. 1999,

Rasmussen & Hager,
Yang et al. 1998

normalized
RGB or NCC
rgb

Crowley & Bedrune 1994,
Crowley & Berard 1997,
Kim et al. 1998,
Miyake et al. 1990,
Oliver et al. 1997,
Qian et al. 1998,
Starner & Pentland 1996,
Sun et al. 1998,
Yang et al. 1998,
Yang & Waibel 1996

Bergasa et al. 2000,
Sahbi & Boujemaa 2000,
Schiele & Waibel 1995

HS-based Kjeldsen & Kender 1996,
Saxe & Foulds 1996,
Sobottka & Pitas 1996a,
Sobottka & Pitas 1996b

Cho et al. 2001,
Yang et al. 1998

YCrCb Chai & Ngan 1998,
Wang & Chang 1997

Hsu et al. 2002,
Karlekar & Desai 2000,
Luo & Eleftheriadis 2000,
Menser & Müller 1999

YIQ Dai & Nakono 1995,
Dai & Nakono 1996

YES Saber & Tekalp 1998

CIE XYZ Chen et al. 1995

CIE LUV Yang & Ahuja 1998

ab Kawato & Ohya 2000a,
Kawato & Ohya 2000b

YUV Abdel-Mottaleb & Elgammal
1999

Farnsworth’s
UCS

Wu et al. 1999
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3 Colour image acquisition by a CCD camera

3.1 Overview

Colour signals are the light spectra either from the source or from the interaction between
the illuminations’ spectra and response properties of materials. CCD colour camera can be
described as a filter which transforms continuous colour signals from the limited spectral
area to three descriptors (“red”, “green”, and “blue”) values of a limited range. In this sense,
colour cameras resembles the human eye; they cannot directly measure the spectra of col-
our signals because the spectral accuracy is sacrificed for the spatial resolution (Fortner &
Meyer 1997). Since the spectral data for a point is described with three values, it is only an
approximation of the true, incoming colour signal spectra. Also because of this spectral
data compression, colour samples with different reflectances can become metameric,
which means, for example, that they appear as two different colours under a certain illumi-
nation whereas under a second illumination they cannot be discriminated (Wyszecki &
Stiles 2000). According to Fortner and Meyer (1997), there are four reasons why the human
eye has only three different cones: 1) there are a limited number of available visual pig-
ments, 2) the increasing number of different cones decreases the light sensitivity of the vis-
ual system because a photon can be detected only once, 3) cones need space; and if more
different cones are required to form a point, the area needed for seeing a point increases and
therefore reduces resolution, and 4) more different cones would mean increasing already
the enormous information flow to brain. Cameras are usually monochromatic or colour.
There do exist imaging spectrographs to capture more accurately spectral data, but for
them, the image forming takes a much longer time due to decreased light sensitivity. This
makes them unsuitable for real-time operations and susceptible to environmental changes.
Only colour cameras are considered in this thesis. It is important to note that sensor sensi-
tivities vary between colour cameras which makes the descriptors camera dependent. In ad-
dition, there are two types of CCD colour cameras: 1CCD and 3CCD colour cameras,
depending on the number of CCD elements. The 3CCD cameras have separate CCD detec-
tors for each colour channel, whereas in 1CCD cameras the colours for the output channels
are approximated using filters covering the detector. The filters have either stripe or mosaic
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layout over the detector and they can produce directly the RGB signals or other colours like
cyan, yellow, magenta or white (no colour filter) (Holst 1998). These signals are interpo-
lated to produce the three output colour channels and in the case of filters other than RGB,
the channels are converted to RGB colour space. An image taken by a 1CCD camera has
poorer spatial resolution and colour reproduction quality than the one taken with a 3CCD
camera because of the colour interpolation in 1CCD cameras (Klette et al. 1998). 1CCD
cameras are susceptible to colour Moire effects which cause colour deviation. On the other
hand, the 3CCD cameras are more expensive and need more intense light.

Although in the modelling of colour image formation the main factors are illumination
spectral power distribution (SPD), spectral sensitivities of the camera, and surface reflect-
ances, there are many other factors which can have an essential effect: scene and acquisi-
tion geometry, surroundings, camera settings, camera type and other nonidealities of the
camera. The output of the colour camera is often digitized RGB (Red, Green and Blue). Be-
cause the RGB space is redundant, it is often preferred to do further processing in another
colour space.

3.2 Illuminants

An essential part of any vision system is electromagnetic radiation from which the range
between 400 nm-700 nm, also referred to as visible light or simply light, is studied. In this
thesis, the wave effects of light like interference are ignored. This is a reasonably good as-
sumption (Ryer 1998) because the imaging systems used are incoherent and large scale.
Light commonly encountered in a real environment can be separated to come from different
source types: halogen / tungsten sources (such as incandescent lamps and other Planckian
type radiators) and light at sunset or sunrise, fluorescent tubes, and daylight (sun and sky),
daylight simulators. A few selected examples of each of these groups are visualized in Fig.
2: the SPD of the Planckian type radiators is smoothest, whereas the fluorescent SPD can
be very spiky.

For normal, everyday lighting purposes, the overall impression of the light can be char-
acterized using three classes defined by DIN 5035 (according to (Philips)): warm white
(<3000 K), neutral white (3000-5000 K) or cool daylight (>5000 K). However, scientific
and industrial applications need more accurate information and designing of the lighting.

To describe the illumination more accurately, colour temperature is used to relate the
real illumination to the ideal Planckian radiator and to give an impression of redness (low
colour temperature) or blueness (high colour temperature) of the illumination colour.
Measurement of the colour temperature can be done relatively easily, quickly and inexpen-
sively with a hand-held instrument (see for example (Broncolor)). It is very often used by
professionals for many imaging and machine vision applications for investigating the illu-
mination and its uniformity. Planckian SPD is smooth as shown in Fig. 2c and provides
good approximation for tungsten / halogen lamps and sunrise / sunset lighting (Hunt 1987).
If the chromaticities of an illumination, like fluorescent and daylight, do not have exact cor-
respondence with those of any blackbody radiator, then a term called the correlated colour
temperature is used to show the closest match. The details of procedures obtaining the cor-
related colour temperature are presented in Wyszecki and Stiles (2000). Later in this thesis,
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only the term colour temperature is used assuming that the readers now recognize the dif-
ference. The term colour temperature should be used cautiously with fluorescent lamps,
and also with accurate scientific calculations, the Planckian approximation of fluorescent
lighting is generally not recommend because it can cause severe errors (Holst 1998).

 Fig. 2. Examples of different SPDs: (a) CIE standard daylight spectra (Hunt 1987), (b) CIE
representative distributions for fluorescent lamps (Hunt 1987), and (c) calculated Planckian

radiator spectra (Wyszecki & Stiles 2000). Note: SPD of F11 and of Planckian 2300 K are not
shown in their full range.

To obtain better SPD modelling for fluorescent tubes and daylight, the CIE proposes
special functions for modelling the daylight SPDs and specific SPD distribution for repre-
senting the fluorescent illuminants (Wyszecki & Stiles 2000, Hunt 1987). The colour tem-
perature is used to exclusively define the daylight calculated via CIE daylight functions
(Wyszecki & Stiles 2000, Hunt 1987). The daylight SPD for 5000 K (D50), 6500 K (D65)
and 7500 K (D75) are presented in Fig. 2a at 400 nm from the lowest curve to highest one,
respectively. Fluorescent lamps can be categorized to three different groups (Hunt 1987):
normal, broad-band and three-band. A typical lamp in the normal group has high efficiency
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but reddish colours are not rendered well (Hunt 1987). Improvements in rendering capabil-
ity are achieved at the cost of decreasing efficiency; broad-band lamps have the best colour
rendering among the fluorescent lamps but the lowest efficiency. In addition, three-band
lamps can increase saturation of colours and therefore distort the appearance of colours
(Hunt 1987). Fig. 2b shows examples of normal (F3), broadband(F7) and three-band (F11)
fluorescent SPDs. The colour rendering index is especially used with fluorescent illumi-
nants (see for example (Philips)). For example, the CIE general Colour Rendering Index is
used to compare chromaticities of eight Munsell colours rendered under the light source
and the reference source with the same colour temperature (Wyszecki & Stiles 2000). The
reference source is Planckian if the colour temperature of the test source is under 5000 K;
otherwise it is daylight (Hunt 1987). CIE Publication No. 13.2 (CIE 1974) provides more
details on the method. Colour rendering issues are beyond the scope of this thesis.

The most accurate information on a real illumination SPD can be obtained by direct
measurement i.e. with a spectroradiometer. The obtained results are rarely useful in gener-
al, and they are valid only for the measurement spot at the measurement time. In addition,
they usually need a more expensive instrument, a spectroradiometer (like Minolta (1996)),
and more time and effort than a plain colour temperature measure. Due to these reasons,
and because the real SPD is not very often needed in applications, it is rarely used in prac-
tise. The advantage of actual measurement is of course valid data, for example because of
changes caused by lamp aging (DeCusatis 1998). For many imaging and colour appearance
applications, the SPDs are normalized with respect to some criteria. The normalized SPDs
are preferred according to Wyszecki and Stiles (2000). The usual normalization (also rec-
ommend by the CIE) divides all SPD wavelength values by the value which is at the wave-
length 560 nm and then multiplied by a constant factor of 100:

 (1)

where I = normalized SPD of the illuminant
Ioriginal = SPD of the illuminant.

Nevertheless, there are normalization methods like power normalization (Romero et al.
1997), also called Euclidean rule normalization:

 (2)

in which the normalization coefficient is the inverse of the total area of the SPD.
In the real world, the illumination is often a mixture between two or more light sources.

Although electromagnetic radiation is a vector function with direction, normalization of the
SPDs makes it a scalar function. Therefore, the normalized combination of N scalars can
be obtained as a weighted sum:
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 (3)

where j = the certain illuminant shining on the scene,
I = illuminant SPD, and
w = the degree (or weight) to which the illuminant is effecting the scene.

The sum of the weights is set equal to one and therefore the equation provides normalized
mixed illumination SPD.

3.2.1  Responses of the human eye and a colour camera

The human vision system does not have the same response functions as most of colour cam-
eras, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore it is not a surprise that colours reproduced by the camera
differ from those produced by the human vision system (see also Parkkinen & Jääskeläinen
1989). There can be instances where two colours differentiable to a human are not so for a
colour camera and vice versa. Generally, the human vision system’s colour gamut (area of
perceivable colours) is larger than that of a colour camera or a colour scanner (see i.e. Foley
et al. (1996)).

 Fig. 3. Human and machine vision systems have different light responses: (a) relative spectral
sensitivities of SONY DXC-755P 3CCD colour camera as given by the manufacturer and (b)

RGB spectral sensitivities for 1964 Supplementary Observer (Wyszecki & Stiles 2000).
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3.2.2  Non-idealities of real colour cameras

In theory, an ideal, analog colour camera has a linear response in an unlimited brightness
range for each channel at infinite precision. In practice, all colour cameras have several re-
strictions which can have drastic effects on the colour appearance.

All real colour cameras have a limited dynamic range which bounds the possible bright-
ness extent still expressible and differentiable to three indicators (RGB). The dynamic
range is affected by a variety of factors; for example, integration time and the spectral con-
tent of the source (Holst 1998). The values outside this range are clipped and information
on their real values is lost (Novak et al. 1992). There are two different ways in which clip-
ping can happen: values in one or more channels can saturate to the maximum value (“over-
clipping”) due to extreme brightness or they can go to zero values in channel(s)
(“underclipping”) due to very low brightness. This clipping can cause distortion in the hue
appearance and is a common problem in many videos. One solution is that the user or an
automatic gain controller adjusts the camera so that most of the wanted colours stay within
the camera’s dynamic range. For the user, this can be too cumbersome, demanding, and the
quality of the result can vary. In addition, it is difficult to do this uniformly for every scene.
The automatic gain controller can produce unstable results, too. For example, if there is a
bright object in the scene, the gain adjustment can reduce significantly the range allocated
to other scene points. Therefore there is a need for techniques which can tolerate imperfect
data caused by clipping.

Another common factor is a nonlinear response of the camera which means that the out-
put value transform is not independent of the input value. It can make the colour appearance
dependent on the overall brightness of the channel at a pixel. The nonlinearity is not nec-
essarily unwanted; it can be even a designed property of the camera (Vora et al. 1997) like
gamma or pre-knee! The purpose of the gamma is to improve image quality reproduced in
display devices (Holst 1998). Especially, the gamma in cameras is used to compensate for
the nonlinear relationship between output light intensity and input voltage of cathode-ray
tubes (Poynton 1996). As in many other machine vision and scientific approaches (Holst
1998), the gamma correction was set to off when possible in this thesis because it can dis-
tort colours. For increasing the dynamic range of the camera and protecting its CCD ele-
ments from very intense light (Sony 1989), a pre-knee circuit is added to change the
linearity of the camera after a certain input signal value (Klette et al. 1998 and Holst 1998).
In general, many cameras have linear response in the middle brightness range (Lomheim
& Kalman 1992) whereas the nonlinearity is present in the both extremes of the brightness
range. Its detection can be made with a grey patch or grey intensity scale chart. The linearity
of the camera is determined from a graph of a channel which shows the camera’s real output
versus theoretical, linear output values. Fig. 4 illustrates different responses of a camera
channel for different intensities.
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 Fig. 4. The response of a camera for intensity in a channel: (a) linear response, (b) non-linear
response caused by two different linear regions (pre-knee) and (c) non-linear response by

gamma.

Like any other real world measurement devices, also the cameras suffer from noise.
There are many noise types in cameras, like quantization noise and pattern noise (due to
CCD’s dark currents) (Holst 1998). Quantization noise is caused by imperfect analog-dig-
ital conversion. Because the values are converted to discrete, finite levels, the reduction of
information is evident. Noise varies also between pixels (i.e. pattern noise) and it depends
on the channel. The reason for different channel noise is that the CCD’s sensitivity is a
function of wavelengths. The wavelength area which produces blue values yields a signif-
icantly lower response than the one with red value production. In addition, many light
sources have low SPD values at the blue end of the spectrum. In white balancing, the chan-
nels are scaled differently and therefore also the noise. In some cases, even when the cam-
era’s shutter is closed, the output is not a zero valued image. The nonzero values are called
black level noise and they have been suggested to be subtracted from the images to get real
response of the scene.

In this thesis, it has been assumed, based on experiments, that possible blooming, chro-
matic aberration or IR-response are not present, or at least, they can be ignored from the
machine vision point of view (see Novak et al. (1992) for more details on these phenome-
na).

3.2.3  White balance or white calibration

In many cases, the colour appearances of objects in images are desired to be stable in spite
of the prevailing scene illumination. To achieve this, the CCD camera is calibrated to dis-
regard the effects of the illumination either by user-made or automatic adjustment of the
camera’s channel gains. The goal is usually that a “white” object, which is very often a
plate, appears white in the image no matter what is the current illumination condition.

In white calibration or white balance, the gain adjustments are either user induced or
automatic. There are three possible options which regulate how a user can influence gains
(Sony 1991). The methods are presented shortly in the following sentences. First, the user
may select the gain values from a predefined setting, i.e. the camera has a button for indoor
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and outdoor conditions. Second, the user indicates to the camera that there is a white object
on the scene and the camera itself makes adjustments to the gains. The degree to which the
white object should cover the scene depends on the algorithm used by the camera. For ex-
ample, some cameras make the balancing by calculating the gain values from the pixels
with the highest intensities. However, it is the responsibility of the user to make sure that
these pixels truly belong to the white object. In the third case, the user adjusts the gains
manually and verifies the results. All these options have some serious drawbacks. The first
is valid even for the white objects in very limited illumination conditions. The second and
the third should be done every time the illumination changes. They are cumbersome and
laborious for the user, especially if the illumination is changing constantly.

Calibration made in this way is valid only for the “white” object and for other achro-
matic colours if the camera is linear. The appearance of chromatic colours is still dependent
on the illumination. It can vary in images taken under different illuminants even though the
camera was properly calibrated for these illuminants. This is clearly demonstrated in Fig.
5. Although the camera was successfully white balanced at each light source, the skin chro-
maticities extracted from these images differ. Not even the definition of white is unique;
for example, there can be differences between the whites of different objects (Poynton
1996). In this thesis, the cameras were mainly white balanced using one “white” plate as a
white reference.

Some colour cameras do have automatic colour correction based on algorithms like the
grey world (Buchsbaum 1980). Very often these algorithms make limiting and unrealistic
assumptions and constraints on the work, and in many cases it is very easy to make them
fail if assumptions (or constraints) are invalid. For example, the grey world algorithm as-
sumes that the average colour is grey (the average values of channels are equal). Fig. 6 dem-
onstrates a colour correction failure produced by the algorithm. But as long as the
assumptions of these kinds of algorithms are satisfied, the results from many of these algo-
rithms might be evaluated to be reasonable good by a human observer. There is no guaran-
tee that this automatic correction will not lead to unstable appearances of colours or
wrongly corrected colours.

One very constraining assumption of these gain control algorithms is that the illumina-
tion is uniform over the scene while in reality the opposite is often encountered. One ex-
ception is the Retinex algorithm, but it too has its own drawbacks (Brainard & Wandell
1986). Another underlying and restricting assumption is that the camera is adjusted so that
there are no clipping or zero pixel values for chromatic colour. In any case, the colour cor-
rection or white balancing offered by these algorithms may not be enough to build reliable
machine vision applications. For example, Funt et al. (1998) proved that the colour con-
stancy algorithms do not yet provide reliable results for colour indexing presented by Swain
and Ballard (1991). But on the other hand, in some cases humans find the colour correction
to be satisfactory, especially if no accurate comparison between real scenes and images is
made.
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 Fig. 5. Skin chromaticities from images taken under different white balancing illumination.
The different colours are used to separate the chromaticities obtained from different white

balancing cases. The r and g chromaticities shown in the axes are parameters of the normal-
ized colour coordinates obtained by a conversion from skin RGB values.

 Fig. 6. The grey world algorithm can fail: (a) original image, and (b) image corrected by the
grey world algorithm. The channel average value is set to 100 by the user.

3.3 The RGB response of a camera

In theory, the output of a camera is characterized by three main factors: the spectral reflect-
ance of the object at a point, the spectral power distribution of the prevailing illumination
over the point and the spectral sensitivities (or responses) of the camera. The output is nor-
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malized against a selected white object. The general equation for the output of a camera
channel at a pixel is

 (4)

where Vi = the output signal of the ith camera channel,
i = blue, red or green channel,
x,y = pixel location in the image,
m = scaling coefficients,
η = spectral sensitivity or spectral response,
L = the radiance of the incoming light,
λ = wavelength, and
Θ = imaging geometry like photometric angles.
 If the light entering to the camera has impinged on some material surface, then the out-

put can be written as

 (5)

where I = spectral power distribution of the illumination, and
R = spectral reflectance of the material surface.
The scaling coefficient can be calculated using the following equation:

 (6)

where the Rwhite = very often constant and its value is the maximum reflectance, and
Iref = the SPD of the illumination used in camera calibration.
Furthermore, according to the Dichromatic Reflection DR model (Shafer 1992), for

many materials the reflectance can be divided into two components: interface (“specular”)
and body (“diffuse”) parts. Both of these can be further divided into geometric terms K and
the spectral part:

 (7)

The DR model can be used as a good approximation model for light reflection of those
materials which are optically inhomogeneous, opaque, covered by an optically inactive sur-
face and are either on a curved or planar surface (Shafer 1992).

After quantization, Eq. 4 is a discrete representation of a transform from a continuous,
infinite but limited wavelength area to continuous, 3 dimensional value space. This causes
data reduction and loss because the ability to discriminate two colour signals decreases.
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From a human vision point of view, the RGB space produced by an ordinary camera is non-
uniform and cannot produce all visible colours.

When the SPD of the illumination is the same as it was in the calculation of the scaling
coefficient, then the camera is said to be white balanced to this illumination. If it is not the
same, the equations can be still used, but normalization of the illumination should be made.
Even normalization cannot prevent the problem related to modelling the phenomena en-
countered in the limited dynamic range or nonuniform illumination.

3.4 Colour spaces

Colour spaces usually either model the human vision system or describe device dependent
colour appearances. Although there exist many different colour spaces for human vision,
those standardized by the CIE (i.e. XYZ, CIE Lab and CIE Luv, see for example Wyszecki
& Stiles 2000) have gained the greatest popularity. These colour spaces are device inde-
pendent and should produce colour constancy, at least in principle. Among device depend-
ent colour spaces are HSI, NCC rgbI and YIQ (see Appendix 1 for formulae). The different
versions of HS-spaces (HSI, HSV, Fleck HS and HSB) are related to the human vision sys-
tem; they describe the colours in a way that is intuitive to humans.

Usually the output from CCD element is expressed as RGB values or corresponding
values. This can be understood as a basic colour space from which the values are converted
to the other device colour spaces. The RGB values are redundant and intensity dependent.
Therefore, in many device colour spaces the intensity is separated from the chrominances.
Use of only chrominance values offers robustness against changes in illumination intensity
both in the time and spatial domains. A disadvantage is the loss of information related to
different intensity levels of the same chrominance; in other words, for example black, grey
and white cannot be separated by using only chromaticity values. It is interesting to note
while the intensity may be the most significant feature in segmentation (Ohta et al. 1980),
it is also the most sensitive component to changes in practical imaging conditions.

The values of device colour spaces can be converted to the corresponding values of a
human colour space. For example, this transformation can be made by first selecting rep-
resentative samples and calculating the transform matrix from them or by using the samples
to train a neural network. The transform can be non-linear. The inputs (i.e. RGB) do not
necessary have to be a 3x3 matrix; their values can be also obtained using polynomials with
different degrees of polynomial. However, the created transform function depends heavily
on the illumination conditions under which it was made. Therefore, the transform to human
colour space still does not solve the colour constancy problem but alleviates the device de-
pendency problem.

3.5 Evaluation of camera performance

As mentioned earlier, humans might be able to discriminate colours which are indiscrimi-
nable for colour camera and vice versa. Those colours which are indiscriminable under one
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condition but discriminable under another are called metameric colours. Metamerism can
be used to evaluate the camera’s ability to handle small colour difference measurements
(Paper I).

For human vision, the metamerism of samples can be evaluated using metamerism in-
dices or colour difference formulae. CIE 1976 Lab colour difference is widely used in in-
dustry (Pierce & Marcus 1994) and implemented as a Euclidean distance between CIE Lab
parameters of two samples:

 (8)

where ∆Eab = the CIE 1976 Lab colour difference,
L = lightness,
a = a coordinate indicating location of colour in a greenness-redness axis, and
b = b coordinate indicating location of colour in a blueness-yellowness axis.
For evaluating metamerism, the following general metamerism indices are often used:

Bridgeman’s index BMAN (Bridgeman & Hudson 1969 according to Choudhury & Chat-
terjee 1996),

 (9)

and that of Nimeroff et al. (N+Y) (Nimeroff & Yurow 1965):

 (10)

where x(λ), y(λ) and z(λ) = the CIE colour-matching functions for the CIE 1964 Sup-
plementary Standard Colorimetric Observer, and
ρ(λ) = spectral reflectance of the sample.

It is interesting to note that these two metamerism indices do not include illumination in-
formation in the evaluation. For colour cameras, the Minkowski’s distance formula can be
used to evaluate the colour difference ∆ERGB in the camera’s RGB colour space (Novak &
Shafer 1992):

 (11)

where n = power.
Typical values of n are 1 (the sum of absolute difference in values in each band or city

block distance), 2 (Euclidean distance) and ∞ (chessboard distance). However, this formula
induces a bias against bright colours but it is used because it is the best available.

For the simulated experiments, the sample spectra were obtained from a NCS colour
block (NCS 1989) (Natural Colour System block with 1526 samples and measured by a Mi-
nolta CM-2002 spectrophotometer), the illuminants were A, D65, and F11, the camera se-
lected was a Temet TVI camera (TVI 1995) with 2 options (8 and 12 bit). For human vision
modelling, the CIE 1964 Supplementary Standard Colorimetric observer was used.

In the first experiments, the predictions for human vision are evaluated. Table 3 dis-
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plays the number of samples within a certain distance range calculated from metrics pre-
sented in Eqs. 8-10. In total, there are 2327150 (1526x1525) possible sample pairs. A
colour pair is defined as similar if its value for the general metameric index is in the range
of 0-5, or for the CIE Lab difference formula in the range of 0-3. In many colourant indus-
tries, a sample pair with a CIE Lab difference in the range 0-1.5 is classified to be meta-
meric (Choudhury & Chatterjee 1996 and Choudhury & Chatterjee 1992) and in the range
1.5-3 similar colours. As can be seen from Table 3, different evaluation methods produce
different predictions on the amount of sample pairs for the difference range. This leads us
to an obvious conclusion that there is disagreement between these methods on asserting
metamerism on sample pairs. CIE Lab formula predicts that the amount varies with prevail-
ing illumination over the samples. For the further study, the effects of metamerism due to
illumination are investigated and therefore only the CIE Lab formula is utilized.

The results in Table 4 prove that the predicted number of metameric samples is different
under different illumination conditions even for human vision. Perfect colour constancy is
therefore impossible even for human vision. This implies that for colour cameras, when
comparing colour distribution taken under different conditions, precision is limited and ro-
bustness is needed.

The different discrimination capabilities of human and colour cameras are demonstrat-
ed in the second simulated experiments. The results are shown in Tables 5-7: some colour
pairs which are predicted to be metameric or similar for human vision are not necessarily
that for the TVI camera. In the Table 5, the sample pairs are arranged into subsets according
to their calculated human colour space ∆Eab values for the prevailing illuminant. For these
subsets of sample pairs, their minimum (marked as min in the table), maximum (max) and
average (avg) colour differences in the camera space are calculated for each illuminant
case. The number of metameric pairs for the camera is shown in the rows called pairs. The
subsets in the Tables 6 and 7 are constructed by using their colour difference in the camera
space (∆ERGB). The minimum (min) and average (avg) difference values of these subsets

Table 3. The values of metameric indices for NCS samples.

Index

number of sample pairs

0-1.5 1.5-3 3-5
number of
metameric
samples

BMAN 3 47 254 303

N+Y 6 53 274 333

∆Eab(A) 23 382 1426 405

∆Eab(D65) 15 371 1448 386

∆Eab(F11) 17 351 1340 368
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are computed in the human colour space. The amount of sample pairs in each column is
shown in the rows marked as a number. At least for ideal, noiseless colour cameras the in-
crease in the bit number will improve discrimination capabilities: the 12-bit option pro-
duced an increased discrimination capability for those colours which are strongly
metameric for human vision.

Table 4. Number of metameric pairs for CIE Lab difference formulae (NCS samples).

Index Range
∆Eab(A) ∆Eab(D65) ∆Eab(F11)

0-1 1-1.5 0-1 1-1.5 0-1 1-1.5

∆Eab(A) 0-1 3 0 0 2 1 1

1-1.5 0 20 1 7 2 9

∆Eab(D65) 0-1 0 1 1 0 0 0

1-1.5 2 7 0 14 3 7

∆Eab(F11) 0-1 1 2 0 3 4 0

1-1.5 1 9 0 7 0 13

Table 5. Values of colour differences in the Temet TVI RGB camera space for pairs with
∆Eab <= 3.0.

Il
lu

m
in

an
t 8-bit TVI camera 12-bit TVI camera

Range of values of ∆Eab Range of values of ∆Eab

0-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 0-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3

A

min 2 0 1 1 28.8 10.1 15.8 11.7

max 12.2 8.4 12.7 23.2 202.5 137.3 192.3 368.2

avg 5.7 3.7 5.8 7.2 91.7 59.3 91.1 114.7

pairs 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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D
65

min 2.4 1 1 1 38.6 10.2 11.7 15.3

max 2.4 7.5 15.8 24.4 38.6 115.2 257.0 386.6

avg 2.4 3.8 5.6 7.3 38.6 61.4 87.5 115.6

pairs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F1
1

min 1.4 0 1 1 21.8 10.3 15.3 12.6

max 4.1 8.4 12.0 21.4 59.1 121.6 190.4 341.1

avg 2.8 4.1 4.9 7.2 45.2 62.4 77.9 115.1

pairs 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 6. Values of colour differences ∆Eab for the similar colour pairs for the 8-bit TVI

camera.

Index
Range of values of ∆ERGB

0 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5

∆Eab(A) min 1.1 1.1 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.1

avg 3.9 3.9 8.9 12.6 18.4 16.7

number 2 11 39 184 279 511

∆Eab(D65) min 5.5 1.2 1.7 0.9 1.2 1.4

avg 5.5 2.7 3.6 5.0 5.7 6.8

number 2 11 47 183 282 474

∆Eab(F11) min 1.3 1.5 0.7 1.0 0.8 0.8

avg 1.3 2.7 3.1 4.7 5.7 6.7

number 1 8 43 183 277 473

Table 5. Values of colour differences in the Temet TVI RGB camera space for pairs with
∆Eab <= 3.0.

Il
lu

m
in

an
t 8-bit TVI camera 12-bit TVI camera

Range of values of ∆Eab Range of values of ∆Eab

0-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3 0-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-3

(continued).
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Table 7. Values of colour differences ∆Eab for the similar colour pairs for the 12-bit TVI

camera.

Index
Range of values of ∆ERGB

0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-70

∆Eab(A) min - 1.1 0.7 1.1 1.0 1.0

avg - 2.1 3.0 4.3 4.8 6.1

number 0 13 30 83 118 459

∆Eab(D65) min 5.5 1.2 1.2 0.9 1.2 1.2

avg 5.5 2.4 3.4 4.3 4.7 6.1

number 1 11 36 73 126 444

∆Eab(F11) min - 1.1 0.7 1.6 1.0 0.8

avg - 2.2 3.1 3.8 5.0 5.9

number 0 11 33 72 125 436
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4 Acquisition of face images by a colour camera

4.1 Overview

Skin is an important object in many machine vision, computer graphics and display appli-
cations. Skin colours have been imagined both for professional and leisure purposes, and
skin reflectances are sought for more illumination and device independent characterization.
Reflectance data is useful for colour correction and simulating the skin colour appearances.
Different skin tone appearances have been even simulated using the separate reflectances
of skin colourants.

To study facial skin image formation and acquisition under different camera and illu-
mination conditions, we have introduced a unique Physics-based Face Database for re-
search purposes (Paper II). The database has been delivered to several world famous
universities and companies (by 8.2.2002 together 43 full or partial copies). The database
has been used for skin reflectance analysis and developing a colour correction method for
imperfect data.

4.2 The Physics-based Face Database

The Physics-based Face Database is uniquely dedicated to colour issues related to facial
skin appearance acquisition and formation under different prevailing illumination and
white calibration conditions. It does not contain only face images but also spectral data re-
lated to image formation and is therefore called physics-based. The database contains 125
persons who can be roughly classified into three skin groups (Jones et al. 1992): dark or
Negroid (8 persons), pale or Caucasian (101 persons), and yellowish or Asiatic (16 per-
sons). The factors which make this database unique are: 1) the face images are taken under
different illuminants with different camera white calibrations, thus making skin appearance
vary both in intensity and in chromaticity, and 2) spectral data - SPDs of illuminants, re-
flectances of skin and spectral sensitivities of the camera - related to imaging are collected.
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The data acquisition from the facial skin has two parts, caption of the face colour image
and measurement of its reflectance. The setup for face imaging as shown in Fig. 7 was kept
fixed for all subjects. In the image acquisition, the subject sits in front of a large diffuse 80
% grey screen and is approximately 1.5 m meter from a Sony DXC-755P 3CCD colour
camera (Sony 1991). Above the camera, a Macbeth SpectraLight II Luminaire (Macbeth
1997) illuminates the scene. It provides four typical real world light sources: a daylight
source 6500 K for modelling CIE D65, incandescent A for CIE A 2856 K, horizon sunlight
for incandescent 2300 K, and fluorescent TL84 corresponding to fluorescent F11. They are
referred later with the letters ‘D’, ‘A’, ‘H’, and ‘TL84’, respectively. A white plate was ad-
justed so that it can be reliably set in the centre position of the camera’s view when the user
needs to calibrate the camera. In the calibration, the camera adjusts its gains using only the
brightest pixels. The colour temperature of the prevailing illumination was measured on the
white plate by a Broncolor Colormeter (Broncolor). In addition, the SPDs of the light
sources have been measured by a Minolta CS-1000 spectroradiometer (Minolta 1996).
During imaging sessions, some adjustment were made so that the person’s face appears ap-
proximately in the middle of the image. The persons were asked to keep his / her face in
the same position, with the same facial expression, and to keep their eyes open though
many persons find this difficult to do. The obtained images are 24-bit, colour, 428x569 pix-
els, and in raw bmp-format.

 Fig. 7. Experimental setup for the Physics-based Face Database.
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The general procedure for imaging with NI different illuminants and NC different cam-
era calibrations is presented in Fig. 8 and it produces NIxNC images. NI and NC were cho-
sen to be four, because SpectraLight had four different illumination options. The procedure
was applied to all persons and therefore 16 images for each person were obtained. Addi-
tionally another series of 16 images was taken if the person wore spectacles. Each image is
marked exclusively with the illumination reference to camera calibration and to the prevail-
ing condition, and the person number. If the person also wore glasses, another identification
mark was added. An example of the 16 image series of a person is shown in Fig. 9.

 Fig. 8. The imaging procedure.

In Fig. 9, the light sources used in white balancing lie on the x axis and the prevailing
illuminants are located in the y axis. Illuminants are ordered so that their colour temperature
increases when moving from left to right and from top to bottom. The images which are
taken under the calibration illumination (canonical conditions) lie on the diagonal axis.
Even between them, there are visible colour differences. As can be seen from these images,
although the skin colour may appear plausible for the human observer especially in the tem-
poral comparisons, the calibration illumination has an effect on the skin colour appearance.
The difference in skin colour appearance is not caused by improper camera white balance
but the inability of the balance to eliminate the effect of the illumination. For nondiagonal
images which are not taken under white balancing illumination, the skin colour change is
even more drastic. As it was mentioned earlier, the higher colour temperature means more
bluish content for the illumination whereas the lower one means more reddish content. The
influence of this characteristic is evident in the image series: if the colour temperature of
the prevailing illumination is higher than the one used in the camera calibration, the colours
shift towards blue. In the opposite situation, the shift happens toward red.

Imaging procedure of NI different illuminants

for illuminant_C = 1:1:NC
      1. Switch on the illuminant_C
       2. White balance the colour camera to this illuminant_C
       3. Keep these settings
      for illuminant = 1:1:NI
            3.1. Capture the face image under current illuminant
            3.2. Change to the next illuminant
      end
end
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 Fig. 9. An example from Physics-based Face Database: 16 images of a face.

The measurements of skin reflectances were done with a hand-held, contact spectropho-
tometer Minolta CM-2002 (Minolta 1991). For each person, there were measurements of
diffusely reflected light (the surface or specular component excluded) on the skin at the
wavelength range of 400 nm-700 nm by 10 nm steps. For a group of 20 persons, the skin
was also measured with a specular component included option which takes into account
also specularly reflected light at the same wavelength range. The measurement positions
on the face were the forehead, left cheek, and right cheek, and each result was obtained as
an average of three measurements. Fig. 10 displays the spectral measurement results for a
person. The facial skin measured is located on a curved surface. The illuminants’s SPD and
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the camera’s spectral sensitivities were obtained from their definitions (confirmed by spec-
troradiometric measurement) and manufacturers’s specifications, respectively.

 Fig. 10. Skin spectral reflectance measured at three points for a person.

4.3 Analysis of spectral characteristics of skin

Skin reflectances are examined with respect to their measurement position, values, and
measurement options. The similarity of a person’s spectral reflectance at different meas-
urement points is evaluated using the following equation for measuring the overall good-
ness of the fit:

 (12)

where i, k = measurement position of the spectral (referred to 1,2,3) and i ≠ k,
δ = spectral reflectance of skin, and
N = the number of wavelengths.
Fig. 11 shows results after applying Eq. 12 for the spectral reflectances. In 90 % of cas-

es, all reflectance measurements of a face are very close to each other (Fig. 11d). In the rest
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of the cases, the cheeks have very similar values (Fig. 11a) but the forehead areas produced
slightly smaller values (Fig. 11b and c). Based on Fig. 11, the facial skin is quite uniformly
coloured and opaque.

 Fig. 11. Histograms of ∆δavgi,k for all skin complexions: (a) for spectral reflectances of cheeks
(left cheek = 1, right cheek = 3); (b) for spectral reflectances of a left cheek and a forehead (left
cheek = 1, forehead = 2); (c) for a spectral reflectances of a right cheek and a forehead (right
cheek = 3, forehead = 2); and (d) for all three spectral curves (left cheek = 1, right cheek = 3),

(left cheek = 1, forehead = 2), and (right cheek = 3, forehead= 2).

The total spectral reflectance was measured with the specular component included (SCI
option). The diffuse reflectance measured (SCE option) reflectance is slightly lower than
that displayed in Fig. 12. The difference in wavelength is approximately 1 %-1.8 % on a
scale of reflectance of 100 %. This suggests that skin in the face is mostly a matt finish.

Fig. 13 shows average and extreme skin spectra for different skin groups. The skin spec-
tra between the groups are mainly separated by a bias. Therefore, assuming a reasonably
linear camera, all skin chromaticities are very close to each other. Because the spectra are
smooth, slowly varying and similar in shape, they can be modelled by a small number of
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basis vectors. In addition, these spectral reflectance curves have a close resemblance to
those presented by Wyzecki and Stiles (2000).

 Fig. 12. Spectral reflectance for skin when diffusely reflected light (SCE), and diffusely and
specularly reflected light (SCI) are measured.

 Fig. 13. Spectral reflectance curves (SCE): (a) Caucasian; (b) Asian; and (c) Negroid complex-
ions; (d) average curves for each group.
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4.4 Making overclipped facial images useful

The purpose of colour correction is to change the appearance of object colours in the cur-
rent image to their appearance under another illumination and / or with another camera set-
tings. Because of information loss present in most of the images a perfect correction is
rarely possible. This loss can be caused by metamerism, in which colour appearance of ob-
jects is discriminable under one light source but not under another, or it can be caused by
prevailing illumination which differs from the illumination used in white balancing of the
camera. The later one is usually more severe since it can cause bigger colour shifts and clip-
ping. Because clipping of one or more colour channel definitely means inadequate and un-
sure colour information, they are often disregarded in image analysis. There exists no
simple transformation for correcting all these kind of information losses which cannot be
always avoided especially with videos. Higher level knowledge and new methods are there-
fore needed.

 Fig. 14. RGB pixels of an AD image extracted from an unsaturated skin part (nose). AD
means that the image is taken under daylight illuminant D when the white balancing of the

camera was done under incandescent illuminant A.

Shafer (1992) has shown that there are cases when the colour of a pixel can be approx-
imated by a linear combination of body and surface components. Furthermore, the clipped
channel value or values can be calculated at least in theory using knowledge of the object’s
spectra, camera spectral response functions, SPD of the illumination and image geometry.
Even without knowledge of these physical factors, it is still possible to estimate the pixel
colour based on the body component if the object is matt and dielectric. The object must be
dielectric because dielectric materials have a linear colour histogram for the body compo-
nent between the minimum and maximum brightness. The colour histogram can be mod-
elled simply by slopes or ratios between channels of unclipped pixels. Klinker (1993)
demonstrated the usefulness of these colour histograms for recovering data of clipped pix-
els. However, the method proposed in Paper III is distinctive in two ways: first, it disre-
gards surface components and assumes the skin to be matt, and second, a scaling is
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implemented to preserve shading information. The skin colour can be approximated to be
matt and this conclusion is reasonable, as shown by the spectral analysis in Section 4.4. In
Fig. 14, the colour histogram of unclipped pixels is displayed and this further verifies that
the matt assumption is quite appropriate: the RGB values seem to fall into a straight line
(Klinker 1993). If the object is glossy, the RGB values of the object form two lines due to
specular reflection (Klinker 1993). For a matt, dielectric object, the average ratios of the
body colour can be acquired from unclipped pixels by

 (13)

where m = mean value,
gr = ratio between green and red,
br = ratio between blue and red, and
R, G, B = red, green and blue output of the camera.
The R channel was selected to be the divisor because it is often unclipped and therefore

usable to recover estimates for G and B values. Of course, the selection of the divisor is
case-dependent. The underlying requirement for the ratio method to be valid is that at least
one channel is unclipped and a correct ratio is obtainable. Using the mean ratios, G and B
values for the overclipped pixels can be approximated:

 (14)

where est = estimated value.
After the unclipped values of G and B are recovered, the whole image is scaled by the

maximum value of all channels to the dynamic range of the camera. The disadvantage is
that by applying this method to correct the image can cause an achromatic appearance for
skin because skin is not perfectly matt.

Eigenfaces are face-like appearances having eigenvectors computed from face images
and they are used for face recognition in grey scale images (Moon & Phillips 1998, Turk
& Pentland 1991). One method of obtaining these eigenfaces is by applying singular value
decomposition SVD on a set of F face images N = [N1, N2,...,NF) which produce F eigen-
vectors n = [n1, n2,...,nf]. Now the original images can be reconstructed at certain accuracy
level using only the eigenvectors and their coefficients for the original image:

 (15)

where Ñ = new reconstructed image,
E = the number of eigenfaces to be used,
c = the coefficient for the current image,
ê = the eigenface,
i = the number of the image, and
j = the indicator of the factors related to a certain eigenface.
The eigenface technique is also extendable for colour images. The SVD is just applied

to each colour channel separately. The advantage of this extension is better recognition re-
sults for complexly-illuminated object (Finlayson et al. 1996). Soriano et al. (1999) showed
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that RGB eigenfaces are useful in colour correction: the coefficients of the first few eigen-
faces are replaced by the coefficients obtained from the canonical face images while the fa-
cial details are preserved with the higher order eigenfaces. Mathematically, the image Ñ
can be then reconstructed with two different sets of coefficients:

 (16)

where ac = the coefficient obtained from the canonical images,
Hf = the amount of the first few eigenfaces, and
F = total number of eigenfaces used in reconstruction.
In Soriano et al. (1999), a neural network was trained for transforming coefficients of

the nonideal images closer to the canonical ones.
In the Paper III, the corrected image is compared to the image with the preferred skin

colour appearance using a Euclidean distance metric in NCC rg space:

 (17)

where r, g = mean of NCC rg chromaticities, respectively,
o = original image, and
c = corrected image.
The evaluation was done using only mean values because there was no pixel-to-pixel

correspondence between the images. Because of simple transformation from RGB, the
comparison of images were done in the NCC rg space but other possibilities like S-CIE Lab
(Zhang & Wandell 1996) can be used for evaluation.

The combined technique of RGB eigenfaces and the method of ratios was tested with
images of the Physics-based Face Database taken under AD conditions. Because the cam-
era was calibrated to incandescent A but the current illuminant was D65 with high lumi-
nous flux at the time, the overclipping was evident without adjustment of the camera
aperture. An example of an AD image can be seen in Fig. 15a. In Fig. 15b pixels with one
or more channels overclipped are coloured in black and those with no clipped channels in
white. Before applying the SVD on the image set of 20 Caucasians, all images are geomet-
rically normalized, cropped and resized. Table 8 shows colour correction results for 20
Caucasians when the correction is done with RGB eigenfaces and the combined technique
of RGB eigenfaces and the method of ratios. The combined technique provides much
smaller mean error than the use of only RGB eigenfaces.

Table 8. Mean error for 20 corrected face images taken under AD conditions.

Method applied on the images Average Erg

colour correction with RGB eigenfaces 0.112

colour correction with RGB eigenfaces and method of ratios 0.036
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The results are also visualized in Fig. 16. When only RGB eigenfaces are used in colour
correction, it makes some previously overclipped pixels appear greenish. If overclipped
pixels are adjusted back to their original values, the colour correction works better. As can
be seen from Fig. 16, the method of ratios applied before colour correction produces a clos-
er match to the original image. The spatial visual evaluation made by a human between
original and corrected images reveals that the presented correction produces acceptable re-
sults.

 Fig. 15. Testing the colour correction: (a) the original AD image, and (b) the overclipping
image in which black means pixels with one or more overclipped channel and white shows

those pixels which do not have overclipped values.

 Fig. 16. Colour correction results for (a) RGB eigenfaces, which produce a greenish cast on
some pixels, and (b) RGB eigenfaces and method of ratios. Both of these images are geometri-
cally normalized due to the requirements of PCA. (c) is the original image in which both white

balancing and the prevailing illumination type is incandescent A.

(a) (b)

(c)(b)(a)
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5 Skin chromaticities seen by a colour camera

The three main factors determining the camera output are the illumination SPD, the cam-
era's channel sensitivities and the reflectance of the object (for more details, see Section
3.3). Another important factor is white balancing or white calibration conditions which are
typically done so that a white object will have a white colour appearance. Even proper cal-
ibration does not guarantee that colours other than white (and the other achromatic colours
if the camera is linear) will appear the same between images taken under different white
balancing conditions. Moreover, when the illumination used in white balance is not the
same as the prevailing illumination, the appearance of the colours will most likely change
in a more drastic way. The bigger the colour temperature difference between these two il-
luminations, the bigger the shift of chromaticities, which is eventually limited by the prop-
erties of the camera. Also the direction of colour temperature change matters. When the
prevailing illumination has a higher colour temperature, it makes colours appear more blue-
ish, and when the opposite happens then the colours appear reddish (see Section 4.2).

In practical situations, there can also be other factors causing colour shifting. Nonline-
arity of the camera is one factor and it is caused by the input-to-output conversion in which
the transformation and its parameters depend on the input signal. The nonlinearity can man-
ifest itself as a changing slope between the input and the output or gamma factor. There are
many cameras in which the nonlinearity is deliberately introduced to compensate for non-
linearity in the display (Holst 1998 and Klette et al. 1998). In some cameras, the nonline-
arity is introduced only in the high and low intensity areas. As an example of this kind of
nonlinearity, the Sony DXC-755P has a knee-phenomena for the protection of the CCD el-
ements from intense light (Sony 1989). In the knee-phenomenon, when the intensity of the
light is higher than a certain threshold, the slope will become smaller. Another effecting
factor is the limited dynamic range of the camera. This manifests itself in clipping of val-
ues: overclipping if the values are saturated to the maximum value and underclipping if
they are zeros. Both forms of clipping cause serious information loss and in many algo-
rithms pixels with clipping are ignored or it is assumed that there is no clipping in the im-
age. Also the camera settings and controls, background, smearing etc. have their own
influence on the formation of the image.
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5.1 Basic principles

The purpose of a skin locus is to define an area of possible skin chromaticities perceived
by a colour camera under a certain illumination variation range. It should be emphasized
that no specific distribution is assumed for the skin colour or skin chromaticities. In this
thesis, the chromatic constraint created does not only offer robustness against illumination
change, but also independence of the camera white balancing conditions because it consists
of subloci obtained from different camera calibration conditions (Paper IV). In any case, it
is camera dependent or more accurately, sensor dependent.

Two methods will be presented for gathering this information about skin colour change.
The goal of both methods is to find a good model for the chromatic constraint. It will also
be shown that the NCC rgb space is an appropriate colour space for the constraint and there-
fore it is used in both methods. However, there is no reason why some other colour space
might not also be applicable for these methods, although the quality of the chromaticity
constraint created in these spaces cannot be guaranteed. The first of the methods presented
here uses images with skin to create the chromatic constraint (skin locus). The images are
taken under such illumination conditions which are thought to be representative to those
one encountered in the application. For the second method, the spectral data of the camera,
illumination and object need to be known or measured.

5.2 Skin locus from an image series

The chromaticity constraint (called skin locus in NCC space) is formed from a set of images
using the method presented in Section 4.2. This kind of image set is shown in Fig. 17 taken
by a Nogatech camera (Paper IV). For this image series the selected illumination range var-
ied from the sunset / sunrise conditions to daylight condition. The selection is based on the
evaluated robustness needed against the possible illumination changes encountered in the
application. It is usually enough to take illuminants from both extremes and a couple from
the middle range with suitable colour temperature differences. However, one should be
cautious with fluorescent light sources. If a fluorescent light source with strong green com-
ponents is not included in the locus, then the skin chromaticities perceived under this light
source might fall outside the locus. With fluorescent lamps which have a strong red and /
or blue component, this is not such a big concern because variations caused by them are
usually smaller than those caused by colour temperature changes.

The range of illumination and white balancing conditions in which a skin locus is a val-
id description of possible skin chromaticities effects its size. If only one white balancing is
used, then the obtained locus is smaller than the one which was constructed using many
white balancing conditions. The former locus is more specific being only valid for one cam-
era calibration. The later locus is bigger and offers robustness against calibration conditions
at the expense of reduced discrimination capabilities between skin and non-skin objects.
Therefore, when before making the locus one should consider both the illumination range
encountered in the application and the possible issues related to white balancing of the cam-
era.

After the series has been obtained, the skin areas in the images are manually selected
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and then extracted as shown in Fig. 18 for the Nogatech camera.

 Fig. 17. An image series for the Nogatech camera.

 Fig. 18. Extracted facial skin areas.

Then the extracted skin pixels are converted from RGB space to NCC rbgI space or to
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some other colour space. In Fig. 19, NCC gb coordinates of skin pixels are visualized. It is
possible to model the obtained skin locus with functions describing the boundary area or
with a look-up table.

 Fig. 19. Skin locus obtained from extracted facial skin areas.

5.3 Skin locus from basis functions

At least in theory, when all spectral information about imaging is available, then the skin
locus can be calculated off-line using Eq. 5. This allows us the possibility of very easy and
fast simulation of different illumination and white balancing conditions without taking any
images. Again, results are sensor-dependent due to the use of the camera’s spectral sensi-
tivities. To obtain a more device-independent approach, one can utilize the skin colour sig-
nals (Paper V). Generally, the colour signal CS is described as the light which is reflected
from a point with a certain reflectance. It can be expressed as a product of the illuminant
SPD effecting over the point and the reflectance at that point:

 (18)

in which I = SPD of the effective illuminant over the point,
R = reflectance of the object at the point, and
λ = wavelength.
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 Fig. 20. The three first basis functions of colour signals using a Planckian set with (a) simple
scaling normalization and (b) Euclidean normalization, and an artificial set with (c) simple

scaling and (d) Euclidean normalization.

Basis functions for skin colour signals are not always available, but they are very simple
and quick to calculate by applying principal component analysis (PCA) when illumination
and reflectance data are available (i.e. from Physics-based Face Database). In many earlier
studies, it has been shown that the obtained basis functions for spectral reflectances of dif-
ferent objects are useful for colour constancy (Maloney & Wandell 1986), colour correc-
tion (Lenz et al. 1999), segmentation (Hauta-Kasari et al. 2000) and colour image synthesis
and analysis (Wandell 1987), but here they are used exclusively for skin appearance mod-
elling. Furthermore, according to the author’s best knowledge the PCA has usually been
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applied separately to illumination SPDs and an object’s reflectance functions for data com-
pression and reducing complexity (Maloney 1986, Maloney & Wandell 1986, Parkkinen et
al. 1989). The inspiration for employing basis functions is that they offer camera-independ-
ent information in compressed form about skin colour signals and make it possible to sim-
ulate outputs of different cameras easily.

The procedure for obtaining basis functions starts with the choice of illumination to be
used. In these experiments, two illumination groups were used, artificial sources and Planc-
kian illuminants. The first group consists of four light sources obtained from the Physics-
based Face Database, namely the sources A, Horizon, TL84 and D65. The illuminants used
in the Planckian group were calculated using black body radiator formulae (Wyszecki &
Stiles 2000) with the colour temperature parameter changing from 2300 K to 6500 K in
steps of 100 K. For both of these illumination groups, the results obtained from two com-
monly used normalization methods, the Euclidean rule and a scaling normalization (Eqs.
1-2 in Section 3.2), are compared and evaluated. When the normalization of illumination is
done, the ensemble of skin colour signals is calculated using the illuminant groups and
three spectral reflectances of eight persons from each skin type (totalling 72 reflectances).
PCA was applied to the zero centered ensemble. The resulting basis functions are displayed
in Fig. 20. The basis functions for the Planckian colour signal set are smoother than for the
artificial set, but this is to be expected due to their different forms of SPDs. In addition, the
illuminant normalization method used effects the shape of the basis functions. Another in-
teresting observation is shown in Fig. 21.

 Fig. 21. First three coefficients of basis functions form a quadratic slope when a Planckian set
with illumination normalization of scaling is used. The viewing angle is set to maximize the vis-
ibility of the slope and due to this the coefficient 2 axis is almost perpendicular. The calculated

coefficients of basis functions for one light source situation (referred to as the original and
marked with *) and for different mixtures of two light sources (referred as the new illuminant
and marked with .) like combinations of Planckians of 2300K and 6500K; and of 2400K and

6000K etc.
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The coefficients of the three first functions are shown in Fig. 21 for the Planckian set.
The coefficients form a slope in quadratic shape because the SPDs are smooth and similar
in shape. This is not true for real illuminants and their slope form is different. The coeffi-
cients are more sparse with lower colour temperatures because Planckian SPDs do not
change uniformly with colour temperature.

The reconstruction quality of the basis function obtained is tested both for new reflect-
ances and for new illuminants. The function for approximation error E per wavelength was
selected so that the error increases rapidly when the difference between the original and re-
constructed signal increases. The selected function is

 (19)

where CS = the original skin colour signal, and
CSREC = the reconstructed signal.
The total mean and standard errors are calculated as the mean approximation error over

the wavelength and the number of samples. The reconstruction errors for skin colour sig-
nals calculated using 303 reflectances not used in basis function computations are shown
in Tables 9 and 10, as well. Due to the division of data between test and training sets, the
test set produces a smaller reconstruction error than the training set which was used in the
computation of the basis functions. This is caused by reflectances included in the test set:
it contains only Caucasian and Asian reflectances, which are more similar to each other
than the Negroid reflectances. By comparing these two tables, it can be observed that the
Euclidean normalization yields poorer performance than the scaling normalization and it is
therefore excluded from the further research.

Table 9. Reconstruction error.

Number of basis
functions used

Error in training set Error in test set

Mean Std Mean Std
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Because it is common for real scenes to have more than one illuminant shining on a
point of the object, the basis functions are tested for skin signals under mixed illumination
conditions. It is easy to show that this can be modelled by using the basis functions calcu-
lated earlier only for one illuminant cases. First, let’s assume that we have N illuminants
giving their contribution to a point with reflectance R. The new relative, effective illumi-
nant Inew can be expressed as a weighted sum of different light sources as shown in Section
3.2, Eq. 3. The colour signal with this new illuminant CSnew,

 (20)

is a weighted sum of colour signals of each individual illuminant. The new colour signal
can be reconstructed using basis functions ε and mean µ calculated for the colour signals
of each individual illuminant:

 (21)

where the combination C is a combination of coefficients and weights,

Table 10. Reconstruction error with illumination normalized by Euclidean rule.

Number of basis
functions used

Error in training set Error in test set

Mean Std Mean Std
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3 0.0305 0.0396 0.0274 0.0238

5 0.0084 0.0108 0.0074 0.0050

7 0.0052 0.0075 0.0047 0.0036

10 0.0019 0.0019 0.0020 0.0015
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3 0.1511 0.1457 0.1044 0.0679

5 0.0475 0.0522 0.0376 0.0348

7 0.0240 0.0240 0.0169 0.0133

10 0.0107 0.0095 0.0097 0.0080

CSnew Inew R⋅ w j

j 1=

N

∑ I j R⋅ ⋅ w j

j 1=

N

∑ CS j,⋅= = =

CSnew w j

j 1=

N

∑ coeff j ε⋅ µ+( )⋅ C ε µ,+⋅= =
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 (22)

and coeff = the coefficients of basis functions for an individual illuminant.
The reconstruction quality with colour signals using a new illuminant is displayed in

Table 11. It shows the reconstruction error with 5 basis functions. The new illuminants are
calculated from two, equally weighted “old” illumination SPDs and they can be used to
model a mixture of light sources. The purpose is now to simulate cases where two light
sources shine on a point in the face equally. The reconstruction error is small, which means
that the basis functions can be used to represent new skin colour signals. In fact, the error
is smaller than for the average one illuminant case (Table 9) because the illuminant combi-
nation smooths out big differences. Moreover, the different degrees of mixtures can be sim-
ply simulated by scaling coefficients of the illuminants and summing them as shown in Eq
3. Fig. 21 displays coefficients for a mixture of two and Fig. 22 for three illuminants. The
coefficients calculated for mixture colour signals form straight lines.

Next, the basis functions are used to calculate the skin locus: first, the illuminants are
chosen for the locus modelling and the number of the basis functions are selected to achieve
the needed reconstruction accuracy. Using these two factors, the skin colour signal set is
reconstructed. For each output channel, the set is weighted by the camera’s channel sensi-
tivity and the sum of the weighted data is calculated. Then the sum is normalized using Eq.
6 with the desired white balancing illuminants. The simulated skin RGB values can be con-
verted to some other colour space like normalized colour coordinates which are then used
for further processing. The obtained loci can be seen in Fig. 23. When only three basis func-
tions are used, the obtained locus is somehow smeared as shown in Fig. 23b and resembles
the loci obtained with a Winnov camera (see Fig. 24). The results with five basis functions,
Fig. 23c are comparable to those obtained using all data in Fig. 23a.

Table 11. Reconstruction error with illumination normalized by Euclidean rule.

Planckian illuminants Artificial sources

The new
illuminant

Mean Std
The new

illuminant
Mean Std

6500 K + 2300 K 0.0061 0.0030 H+TL84 0.0244 0.0155

3000 K + 5000 K 0.0058 0.0027 A+TL84 0.0246 0.0111

4000 K + 5000 K 0.0060 0.0027 D65+TL84 0.0156 0.0098

3000 K + 6000 K 0.0059 0.0027 A+D65 0.0200 0.0106

C w j

j 1=

N

∑ coeff j,⋅=
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 Fig. 22. The mark ‘*’ shows coefficients of basis functions for one light source situation. It is
easy to show that the coefficients for mixture illumination can be obtained by a linear combi-
nation of the coefficients from one light source case. Here the mark ‘.’ shows calculated coeffi-
cients for different combinations of three Planckian illuminants (2300 K, 3400 K and 6500 K)

and the linear relationship between the coefficients from one light source case is obvious.
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 Fig. 23. Computed skin loci for the Sony camera: (a) with all data, (b) with the first three basis
functions and (c) with the first five basis functions. The light sources were taken from an artifi-
cial group. The r and g chromaticities shown in the axes are parameters of the normalized col-

our coordinates obtained by a conversion from the calculated RGB values.

5.4 Behavior of skin colour

The chromaticity constraint method based on images is tested in 17 different colour
spaces (Paper VI). For obtaining the images, the procedure presented in Section 4.2 was
applied to three 1CCD webcameras, Alaris, Nogatech and Winnov cameras. The imaging
arrangements were the same as those used with the Sony 3CCD camera except that the im-
ages were taken only from 2 persons (one from the yellowish and one from the pale skin
group). This produced two 16 image series for each camera. For the Sony camera, ten im-
age series were chosen from the same skin groups totalling twenty series. From the image
series taken by these four cameras, skin regions were manually selected and extracted for
further processing. The extracted skin RGB values were subjected to colour space conver-
sion and after that quantized to 1 % steps of the whole chromaticity range. However, the
colour space conversion does not remove chromaticity shifts or effects caused by noise. It
can only remove the redundancy of RGB coordinates by separating intensity and chroma-
ticity data.

These colour spaces are rather device-oriented, because human vision oriented spaces
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like XYZ or CIE Lab require an illumination-dependent transform matrix and cannot there-
fore give much better results.The colour spaces employed can be classified, based on the
conversion method, into two groups. The first group’s colour spaces are calculated using
linear transforms from RGB, and the spaces of the second group are obtained via nonlinear
transforms of RGB. The chosen linear transform based colour spaces are: I1I2I3 (Ohta’s
features), YES, YIQ, YUV, YCrCb (Rec. 601-5 and 709). Among the nonlinear transforms
are: NCC rgb, modified rgb, natural logarithm ln-chromaticity, P1P2, l1l2l3, ratios between
channels (G/R, B/R, and B/G), HSV, HSL, modified ab, TLS and Yuv. Equations for these
transformations are presented in Appendix 1. The RGB data was preprocessed by scaling
it between 0 and 1 except for the ln-chromaticity in which case the range was 0-255. Some
of the transformations needed further processing of RGB values: 1) pixels with zero inten-
sity (a special handling in NCC rgbI transformation; removed before modified rgb, P1P2,
uv and modified ab transformations), 2) pixels with achromatic colours (special handling
in the case of HS-spaces, removed before l1l2l3 transformation), 3) pixels with zero green
value (removed before modified ab transformation), and 4) one or more channel is zero at
a pixel (removed before ln-transformation).

It was noticed that the brightness control or lack of it can have a strong effect on the
possible skin chromaticities. If there is no automatic brightness or gain controller, it is pos-
sible for one channel to have low values or even underclipping. This can be clearly seen
from Fig. 24a for the Winnov camera. The locus is quite big but it can be made smaller by
using only values over a certain intensity at each channel as in Fig. 24b. The latter case is
that it limits the possible intensity change range while the former reduces discriminability
between background and skin objects. However, there are problems with a brightness con-
troller, like lost of colour data due to colour bleaching.

 Fig. 24. Winnov locus in NCC rgb from (a) original data and (b) data associated with values
higher than 25 in each channel (maximum value 255).

Not all colour spaces give uniform presentation for skin chromaticities. In HS-spaces
(HSV, HSL, HSI and HSB) and TSL spaces plotted in Cartesian coordinates, the skin chro-
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maticities do not form a uniform cluster, as shown in Fig. 25

 Fig. 25. There was no single cluster for (a) HS-chromaticities in Cartesian coordinates or (b)
TS-chromaticities.

If the HS-space is correctly visualized in polar coordinates, this improves uniformity
and produces only one cluster (See Fig. 26). Appendix 2 displays more images about skin
chromaticities in other colour spaces. As can be observed from these images, the chroma-
ticity constraint can be modelled with straight lines and / or quadratic curves except TSL-
space. For HS-spaces, the modelling was considered only in polar coordinates.

 Fig. 26. Skin chromaticities of HS-space plotted in polar coordinates.

Next, it was evaluated how well different skin groups (pale and yellow) overlap in col-
our spaces. The overlap is defined as the percentage of the number of skin colour bins com-
mon to both groups divided by the amount of all skin coloured pixels. It was calculated for
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4 calibrated conditions (except Nogatech, where only 3 calibrated cases were used because
of limited calibration capabilities) and the results can be seen in Table 12. The same was
done also for all 16 cases (Table 13). It can be concluded from these tables, that the overlap
between different skin groups was in all cases reasonably high. Table 14 compares the
overlap between different cameras and the percentage occupied by the constraint from the
total area. As shown in this table, the total overlap between all cameras is much lower than
the overlap between brightness (gain) controlled cameras (Alaris and Nogatech) and be-
tween cameras without it (Sony and Winnov). However, the sparsity of the colour space
values was not evaluated neither was their applicability for modelling mixture illumina-
tions or dichromatic reflection model. It seems that the behaviour of skin chromaticities on
a colour space is dependent on the selected camera and the other colour spaces do not pro-
duce better results than NCC rgb.
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Table 12. Overlapping percentage between different skin groups.

colour space
Calibrated cases in [%]

Alaris Nogatech Winnov Sony

TSL 57.1 49.3 65.6 69.6

mod. ab 52.8 49.2 59.8 70.4

HSV 47.2 51.8 69.3 66.8

HSL 49.3 50.5 67.6 69.2

YES 60.9 60.6 72.3 72.9

YIQ 62.5 60.1 73.7 72.2

YUV 58.9 58.4 70.2 74.2

Yuv 53.2 49.7 62.6 72.3

P1P2 56.6 46.6 61.9 71.9

YCbCr1 62.3 61.6 70.8 70.1

YCbCr2 62.4 59.4 73.7 71.8

NCC rg 61.0 47.9 62.9 72.2

NCC rb 63.1 49.1 64.7 73.5

NCC gb 60.7 46.9 61.2 73.2

mod. rg 58.0 54.7 72.3 70.6

mod. rb 58.2 49.8 63.8 70.5

mod. bg 56.3 48.2 62.6 72.9

logchroma 60.9 43.3 58.6 69.2

ratio g/r_b/r 70.6 58.1 69.0 63.9

ratio g/r_b/g 64.3 60.0 65.6 66.4

ratio b/r_b/g 66.7 65.2 68.0 65.1

I1I2I3_I2I3
(Ohta)

62.4 58.9 69.0 71.9

l1l2l3_l1l2 58.9 76.9 79.6 71.4

l1l2l3_l1l3 67.4 79.4 79.2 77.0

l1l2l3_l2l3 59.2 70.4 75.8 68.5
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Table 13. Overlapping percentage between different skin groups.

colour space
All 16 cases in [%]

Alaris Nogatech Winnov Sony

TSL 75.8 67.3 72.7 88.7

mod. ab 68.2 56.1 65.0 78.7

HSV 72.1 69.1 67.2 89.9

HSL 74.3 67.9 69.7 88.0

YES 76.0 65.0 74.3 83.1

YIQ 75.6 64.4 74.2 83.5

YUV 75.2 64.4 72.6 83.5

Yuv 65.6 58.1 69.1 79.6

P1P2 73.8 58.5 76.1 83.0

YCbCr1 76.8 64.6 74.6 82.9

YCbCr2 74.3 64.9 75.9 82.5

NCC rg 74.6 59.1 79.1 82.4

NCC rb 74.5 59.7 79.6 84.8

NCC gb 74.9 59.8 78.4 83.0

mod. rg 67.9 65.4 72.1 83.1

mod. rb 74.5 61.9 75.4 84.2

mod. bg 78.6 60.1 75.9 84.8

logchroma 72.6 54.3 77.6 78.8

ratio g/r_b/r 53.7 63.7 74.6 64.1

ratio g/r_b/g 63.5 64.4 75.3 68.3

ratio b/r_b/g 57.9 67.5 70.7 64.0

I1I2I3_I2I3
(Ohta)

74.6 64.7 73.5 82.9

l1l2l3_l1l2 87.5 95.3 87.9 99.4

l1l2l3_l1l3 89.4 96.4 87.7 98.8

l1l2l3_l2l3 89.3 95.6 85.3 98.8
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Table 14. Overlapping between cameras and size of skin locus in the colour space.

colour space

Overlapping [%]
Total size in

[%]

All 4
cameras

Alaris and
Nogatech

Sony and
Winnov

Sony

TSL 17.7 59.3 53.1 25.8

mod. ab 13.2 53.4 43.0 45.2

HSV 17.2 60.6 47.8 55.6

HSL 17.6 59.6 50.1 44.2

YES 17.6 57.2 32.5 15.8

YIQ 17.6 57.4 32.3 12.7

YUV 14.1 56.3 27.4 14.3

Yuv 14.6 53.2 47.0 28.6

P1P2 17.3 55.5 57.9 13.0

YCbCr1 17.9 56.2 33.4 15.0

YCbCr2 17.7 56.5 32.9 15.5

NCC rg 17.4 55.5 57.4 14.2

NCC rb 18.3 56.9 59.2 14.0

NCC gb 17.9 56.4 58.6 14.0

mod. rg 18.9 55.0 51.9 23.2

mod. rb 20.0 58.7 56.5 25.9

mod. bg 20.6 59.2 64.8 31.0

logchroma 10.2 51.6 52.4 8.1

ratio g/r_b/r 7.3 39.2 21.6 0.0

ratio g/r_b/g 10.5 43.5 32.2 0.0

ratio b/r_b/g 7.7 39.3 25.8 0.0

I1I2I3 (Ohta) 17.3 56.7 31.8 15.8

l1l2l3_l1l2 24.0 83.6 49.4 65.1

l1l2l3_l1l3 30.3 85.8 56.1 65.1

l1l2l3_l2l3 24.7 85.1 50.3 64.5
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6 Skin locus in face tracking

The obtained knowledge about the range of skin chromaticities (skin locus) will be shown
to be useful in colour based face tracking and segmentation. To envisage this, a Face Video
Database under drastically varying illumination conditions has been created. The skin locus
is combined with different tracking algorithms and applied to these videos. No cue other
than colour is used; obviously adding other cues would improve the overall performance.
However, because the colour is the only cue it is much easier to evaluate its performance
and usefulness.

6.1 Face Video Database

The Face Video Database (Paper VII) was designed for development, testing, comparison,
and verification of algorithms related to face-based applications. Because (at this moment)
three cameras (Alaris, Nogatech and Sony) are employed, it is possible to study and com-
pare the performance of algorithms with different cameras.

The database consists of the following data for each camera: face images and informa-
tion related to their acquisition, face videos and manual localization of faces in the videos.
The videos and images were taken with 1CCD cameras (Alaris and Nogatech) and with a
3CCD (Sony) camera. Alaris and Nogatech are both low-cost web cameras with an auto-
matic intensity (gain) level control. When taking videos and images, their automatic colour
correction options were turned off after initial white balancing because colour correction
can lead to unstable and unpredictable results, and the main interest was in the effect of il-
lumination changes. The Sony DXC-755P does not have automatic gain or colour correc-
tion.

When the face images were taken with a camera, the same procedure and same condi-
tions as in the creation of the Physics-based Face Database were applied (See Section 4.2).
Table 15 shows a face image series taken by the Nogatech camera with corresponding pre-
vailing and white balancing illumination conditions. The SPDs of the illuminants used and
the spectral reflectance of skin for some persons are available. During image acquisition, it
was noticed that calibration results were not always very good for the 1CCD cameras due
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to their limited capabilities. This can be observed when comparing the uppermost and sec-
ond rows of Table 15. The white calibration failed to remove totally the reddish cast of il-
lumination H and to make white appear white. Because the white calibration has its own
limitations, there is an obvious need for illumination insensitive techniques.

The illumination in the face videos is challenging and commonly encountered in prac-
tice; the videos are made under both indoor and outdoor illumination conditions. The illu-
mination field over the objects varies in time and in space. The videos have also different
initial white balancing settings. The videos have persons with dark, pale and yellowish skin
tones. Tables 16 and 17 display a few selected frames from an indoor and outdoor video.
In the outdoor video, the person is on the roof of a building. The illumination field over the

Table 15. Sixteen faces for Nogatech.

H A TL84 D65

H

A

TL84

D65
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face varies from direct sunlight to the cast from the plain sky. The indoor movie shows a
person moving in a corridor with an illumination field created by either fluorescent lamps,
daylight from the window or both.

Ground truths for face localization are selected manually and they make possible nu-
merical quantification of the results. The localization is made by a box (ground truth bound-
ing box) surrounding the face region in the image. For some selected videos, the face area
is defined more accurately by a polygon (a ground truth bounding polygon). Both ground
truths are visualized in Fig. 27.

Table 16. Selected frames from an outdoor Nogatech video.

Frame 1 Frame 51 Frame 101

Frame 151 Frame 201 Frame 251

Frame 301 Frame 351 Frame 401

Frame 451 Frame 501 Frame 551
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 Fig. 27. Face localization by (a) a box and (b) a polygon.

Table 17: Selected frames from an indoor Alaris video.

Frame 1 Frame 51 Frame 101

Frame 151 Frame 201 Frame 251

Frame 301 Frame 351 Frame 401

Frame 451 Frame 501 Frame 551

(a) (b)
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6.2 Ratio histogram and histogram backprojection

A histogram can be used in the description of an object. It is useful in detecting and locating
the object in an image (Swain & Ballard 1991) or a frame of a video sequence (Comaniciu
et al. 2000) by forming a model of the object. The colour model of the object in an image
or a frame can be made by a common method called a ratio histogram. The ratio histogram
R describes the relationship between the histogram M of the selected region (target histo-
gram) and the histogram I of the whole image or R=M/I. This way those objects’ pixel chro-
maticities which appear rarely in the background are emphasized in the characterization of
the object. The purpose is to increase discrimination between the background and the object
which leads (hopefully) to more reliable object localization.

 The calculation of the ratio histogram is the first step of histogram backprojection in-
troduced by Swain and Ballard (1991). Histogram backprojection can also be described as
a filtering which leads to the formation of a new grey scale image. The pixel value in the
greyscale image is the probability of the ratio histogram defined uniquely by the corre-
sponding chromaticity values of the pixel in the original image. Those pixels whose chro-
maticity coordinates do not have support from the ratio histogram are attached with value
zero. Usually in this grey scale image, there are clustered regions with high values which
are then considered as object candidates. A general practice is to apply morphological op-
erations on the grey scale image before object localization to reduce the effects of noise and
to connect the components.

6.3 Adaptive ratio histogram

Colour histograms have proved to be very effective and useful in object detection, locali-
zation and recognition (Swain & Ballard 1991), but under static or nearly static illumina-
tion conditions. For example, in many videos the colour appearance of an object, which is
the facial skin in this thesis, is not static in time or in space. To cope with these colour
changes, Raja et al. (1998) have suggested a dynamic adaptation of the skin colour model.
In the spirit of this idea, the ratio histogram of the object can be refreshed for each frame
by a moving average (MA) method:

 (23)

where α = 0.5, and
t = the frame index.
The MA method provides a smooth transition between frames and reduces the effects

of noise. However, when the older colour models are “memorized” in the calculation of the
new ratio histogram causing the confidence level of the information as a function of the
number of frames used. This means that a high ratio value can be attached to a colour tone
no longer belonging to the target due to, for example, a very rapid change in colour appear-
ance.

If the pixels are labelled using just the ratio histogram of the previous frame, this can

Rt

1 α–( ) Rt 1–⋅ α Rt 2–⋅+

max 1 α–( ) Rt 1–⋅ α Rt 2–⋅+( )
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
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cause instability in the colour model and errors; especially with low quality cameras. The
sensitive part of updating is the calculation of the new ratio histogram. To calculate the ra-
tio histogram, or more accurately the target histogram M for the current frames, the training
pixels are selected using the spatial or chromaticity constraint. The spatial constraint utiliz-
es pixels falling inside a central region (Raja et al. 1998) or an oval region (Yoo & Oh
1999). The chromaticity constraint instead filters out obviously non-skin coloured pixels
and only data from skin coloured pixels are used in the calculation of the target histogram
M.

6.4 Tracking with skin locus: settings and results

Face tracking with adaptive backprojection was implemented with a chromaticity con-
straint called skin locus and tested with both indoor and outdoor videos to show the appli-
cability (Paper IV). The basic assumption is that the illumination causing skin chromaticity
is changing relatively slowly compared to the frame rate of the camera. Henceforth, the
skin colour in the previous frame is not totally different that of the current frame. The illu-
mination field over the object can vary not only due to lighting conditions but also due the
movement of the object in a nonuniform field. It is also possible that in the case of a nonu-
niform illumination field over the object, the movement of the camera causes the chroma-
ticities of the object to change due to the different viewing angle. This leads to an additional
assumption: between two sequential frames, the difference between the object positions is
at most 10 % of the object size in one direction (up, down, left or right). When these two
assumptions are both valid, then the skin colour histogram can be used for describing the
skin colour appearance in the next frame and the search area is 10 % bigger in one direction
than the localized area (maximum size is the size of the frame). Because the search area is
not always as big as the whole frame, this increases the speed of the tracking.

Initialization of the skin model is obtained from a user-defined cut-out region which is
assumed to contain facial skin. Each RGB frame of the videos was converted to 2D planes
of the NCC rg-chromaticity before making the histogram as described in Section 6.2. The
obtained histogram for the object implies the probability of how uniquely a chromaticity
pair belongs to the current colour appearance of the skin. The histogram is normalized so
that the maximum value is one because a fixed value is used to exclude those chromaticity
pairs which appear commonly also in the background. Without normalization, there can be
problems if the distribution is wide meaning lower probability values attached to chroma-
ticity coordinate pairs because of a fixed threshold value. Both chromaticity channels are
quantized to 65 discrete values in the range of 0-1. There are several advantages for the
quantization: faster computation, reduction of noise and small illumination variation, and
reasonable presentation of colours. If, for example, a colour is defined with one unit accu-
racy, there are 256*256*256 = 16777216 possible colours in RGB space. Although conver-
sion to chromaticity coordinates reduces the total number of colours, it still may overcome
the number of the image pixels and lead to a big table with many zero entries. The 65 dis-
crete levels was thought to represent a good balance between accuracy and computation
speed but no numerical test was made to verify this (beyond the thesis scope).

The chromaticity constraint (skin locus) was used as prior knowledge about skin. Fig.
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28 shows the skin loci for Nogatech and Alaris cameras. The skin locus was restricted with
two quadratic functions. A general formula for classification of chromaticities is presented
as a function of NCC g value:

 (24)

where u = upper bound, d = lower bound, gu = Jur2+Kur+Lu, gd = Jdr2+Kdr+Ld, and W
= (r-0.33)2+(g-0.33)2. The quadratic coefficients for Nogatech’s skin locus are Ju = -1.377,
Ku = 1.074, Lu = 0.145, Jd = -0.776, Kd = 0.560, and Ld = 0.177; and for Alaris they are
Ju = -1.842, Ku = 1.529, Lu = 0.042, Jd = -0.728, Kd = 0.607, and Ld = 0.177. The modelling
used can include either partially or wholly the white point (r = 0.33 and g = 0.33) which
causes greyish and whitish pixels to be labelled as skin. To avoid this situation, a circle with
a radius of 0.02 around the white point is additionally included in the non-skin set. The
range of chromaticity r is restricted to 0.2-0.7.

 Fig. 28. Skin locus for (a) the Nogatech camera and (b) the Alaris camera. The straight or
dashed lines visualize the pair of quadratic functions used to define the upper and lower bound

for the skin chromaticity cluster. (b) also shows the white point and the surrounding to be
excluded from the image (marked with *).

The adaptive ratio histogram and histogram backprojection are applied for face tracking
in a search region. The search region for a face is obtained by expanding proportionally the
bounding box which often increases the speed of the algorithm. After backprojection, the
obtained grey scale image is thresholded (fixed threshold, 0.33) and then filtered with a ma-
jority morphological operator. The size of the majority filter is 3x3 and it essentially sets
the middle pixel to one if there are five or more pixels with 1’s surrounding it. The purpose
of the filtering is to eliminate spurious pixels and connect areas. Next, the connected com-
ponent analysis is done and the largest component found is assumed to be the face. The re-
sult is visualized by drawing a bounding box around the component. The pixels inside the
bounding box are used to calculate the face colour model for adapting the ratio histogram.
The behaviour of the skin ratio histogram at three frames is observable in Fig. 29. Visuali-
zation of the tracking results using a few selected frames is displayed in Fig. 30 for indoor
and outdoor videos of the Nogatech camera. The skin locus based adaptive technique is also
applicable to other cameras as shown in Fig. 31.

M r g,( )
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 Fig. 29. Behavior of the ratiohistogram. The upper image row shows how the ratiohistogram
of a face image is affected by the colour appearance of skin. The skin locus is visualized with
two straight lines. The reddish colour in the upper row means high values whereas the blue

indicates low values.

 Fig. 30. Adaptive skin locus based face tracking for video sequences of the Nogatech webcam-
era: (a) indoor conditions, and (b) outdoor conditions (tracked with a limited skin locus).

White bounding boxes indicate localized face whereas magenta boxes show the search area.

(a)

(b)
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Because few images can give only an impression of the behaviour of tracking, the good-
ness of our localization is expressed with an overlap measure A:

 (25)

where A = the size of the area of the bounding box,
GT = ground truth, and
c = calculated.
If the calculated and ground truth bounding boxes have the same size and totally over-

lap, the overlap measure A = 1. When reliable colour information is not always available,
which means no clusters can be found i.e. due to loss of colours, the tracking is suspended
and the error count for the frame is set to 1 (otherwise 0). The old bounding box is kept and
used until the clusters are (hopefully) found again. Fig. 32 presents a numerical character-
ization of tracking with histogram adaptation based on skin locus constraint. A few selected
frames for visualization of these results are shown in Fig. 30a.

6.5 Comparison with other tracking methods

Some tracking algorithms use a fixed histogram model for facial colour, and they usu-
ally work well if the illumination is unchanged (Paper IV). Often only chromaticity data is
used to increase the model’s usefulness under varying illumination intensity. As it is shown
in Fig. 33, the fixed skin colour model based on chromaticities cannot handle changes in
illumination chromaticities. The model obtained from the first frame is valid only for re-
stricted conditions. Fig. 34 shows numerical evaluation for this tracking and clearly dem-
onstrates the failure of the fixed model tracking.

Because of the problems of tracking based on a fixed model and colour constancy,
adaptive colour models have been suggested for target tracing (Raja et al. 1998). It is ob-
vious that model adaptation without any constraint will fail as it adapts to all colours. For
the constraints, two spatial restrictions have been suggested (Raja et al. 1998, Yoo & Oh
1999). The pixels for model refreshment are selected either inside the bounding box local-
ization of the face (Raja et al. 1998) or oval (elliptical) face localization (Yoo & Oh 1999).
Fig. 35 shows some frames from the adaptive tracking using oval constraint. These image
frames demonstrate that oval tracking can adapt to something else which is not facial skin
(Paper IV)!

A
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 Fig. 31. A few selected frames from the skin locus based adaptive face tracking for a video
taken by an Alaris webcamera. White boxes visualize localization of the bounding box and

magenta boxes show the search area.

 Fig. 32. Numerical evaluation of tracking results. The skin locus was used as a constraint on
the histogram adaptation. The blue line indicates the goodness of the tracking result (‘A’) and
the dashed line shows the error count value (anything over 1 means a frozen bounding box).

 Fig. 33. Face tracking with fixed histogram. The magenta box shows the search area while the
white box and cross display the face localization.
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 Fig. 34. Numerical evaluation of tracking results. The skin locus was used as a constraint on
the histogram adaptation. The blue line indicates the goodness of tracking result (‘A’) and the

dashed line shows the error count value (anything over 1 means a frozen bounding box).

 Fig. 35. Adaptive tracking using an elliptical constraint. The magenta box shows the search
area while the white box and cross display the face localization.

6.6 Robustness to localization errors

Tracking algorithms can often produce results in which the localization of the face is not
perfect. The robustness towards these imperfect localizations improves reliability of the
performance. This robustness is investigated with an adaptive face tracking algorithm with
a spatial and chromaticity constraint. The spatial constraint used selects pixels for refresh-
ing the skin colour model on the oval region placed within the face localization found.

The tracking results are compared to a ground truth skin colour model which was ob-
tained from the manually defined face regions. The selected face regions include non-skin
regions like eyes and mouth. Because they were not excluded from the ground truth calcu-
lation, the experiment is biased against a chromaticity constraint.

The new, erroneous localization box is obtained for testing a displacement of the ground
truth bounding box. The displacement is done in increments of 10 % from the original cen-
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tre in the range of 0-100 % and in four directions: top, left, bottom, and right. This is visu-
alized in Fig. 36 for the oval (or ellipse) spatial constraint.

 Fig. 36. An example of displacement for elliptical constraint. Ellipses show a displacement in
four directions, up, down, right and left, while the x are the middle points and the white

dashed line displays the manually selected ground truth bounding box.

To quantify the results, the mean error for a whole movie was calculated as a function
of the displacement distance. The mean displacement error Dc2c for the video is

 (26)

where c2c = the percentage centre-to-centre displacement from ground truth bounding
         box,
f = frame index,
F = total number of frames,
dir = direction of the displacement, together 4,
j = histogram bin,
BINS = total number of bins (64x64 = 4096),
R = ratio histogram, and
c = constraint (spatial or chromaticity) used in tracking.
The mean errors as a function of displacement for three movies are shown in Fig. 37.
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displacement distance, whereas the results based on chromaticity constraints are stable. The
behaviour of spatial constraint is according to intuition: the larger the localization error, the
less skin falls within the ellipse. This demonstrates the capability of the skin locus to recov-
er localization mistakes better than the spatial constraint. The bigger error for the skin locus
with small dislocations is due to a ground truth histogram containing non-skin objects. Fig.
37 indicates that the elliptical constraint is sensitive to localization errors.

 Fig. 37. Error D due to relative displacement eB for adaptive tracking schemes based on ellip-
tical and skin locus constraints.

6.7 Mean shift with skin locus

The skin locus constraint can be implemented as a colour distribution adaptation module
also for other tracking algorithms (Paper VIII), like mean-shift (Comaniciu et al. 2000).
Appendix 3 contains a detailed description of this algorithm. Basically, the mean-shift al-
gorithm searches for the nearest place in which the difference between the computed colour
distribution and the defined object colour distribution is smaller than some fixed threshold.
For maintaining good performance of tracking, the defined distribution should be adapted
to environmental changes or environmental changes should be cancelled. The cancellation
can be by a colour constancy algorithm or by using only very restricted environments
where the illumination does not change. Because the performance of colour constancy al-
gorithms has not been satisfactory so far and robust methods for normal, unrestricted envi-
ronments are sought, the adaptation of the object colour distribution is a very attractive
solution.

The skin locus is now modelled in rb-space with three straight lines (Fig. 38). The limits
are modelled by giving the range of chromaticity b:

 (27)

in which the chromaticity r can vary between 0.34 and 0.71.
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 Fig. 38. Skin locus for the Alaris camera.

Initialization for the adaptive mean-shift with skin locus was done by hand and the ini-
tialization coordinates were saved. The manually selected area S was then subjected to fil-
tering using the whole skin locus in order to remove non-skin coloured pixels. From the
filtered result, the colour distribution for the object was calculated. Unlike with backpro-
jection tracking, only a subsection of the skin locus was used at a time. The range of the
subsection was dynamically updated from each segmented image. Instead of using a fixed
threshold for excluding those skin chromaticities which appear too often in the background,
a video independent dynamic threshold T was used:

 (28)

where KC = the size of the bounding box obtained from initialization or algorithm cal-
culations,
KFRAME = the size of the whole frame, and
x = a parameter to be set.
The positive parameter x defines the shape of the threshold function. If x is not near 0

or 1, the thresholding is a nonlinear function of the size ratio. After initialization, the fol-
lowing procedure was repeated until the end of the sequence:
1. A new frame is filtered with a subsection of the skin locus.
2. Threshold T is calculated and applied to the current skin colour model for the object.
Those skin chromaticities which have background support more than the threshold value,
are excluded.
3. Mean shift is allowed to localize the bounding box and a new skin colour model is cal-
culated on the segmented image.
4. A new, updated skin colour model for the object is obtained as an average of the “old”
and “new” colour models. Those chromaticities which appear only in the “old” colour mod-
el are removed.
5. Skin locus subsection range is updated using the localized bounding box.

Table 18 shows the localization and segmentation for tracking after applying the previ-
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ous algorithm on a video. It is not argued here that this is the optimal implementation; the
purpose is to mainly show that even with this implementation, the results are better than for
the non-skin locus based methods. The size of the bounding box was frozen after the first
frame to make possible comparison with the fixed skin colour model tracking and adaptive
tracking with spatial constraint for the whole sequence (Tables 19 and 20). Otherwise, the
performance of these two tracking methods became unstable. The colour model for the stat-
ic distribution tracking was obtained from the first frame of the video. For the spatially re-
stricted adaptive tracking (after Y. Raja et al. 1998), the pixels for updating the colour
model are obtained from a smaller bounding box centred inside the localization bounding
box and 1/3 its size. As it is quite obvious that locus based tracking cannot separate the face
area from the neck. This is also true for the other methods. The segmentation results are
best with a skin locus and they depend on the background. In some frames the segmentation
is so good that the size of the face could be reliably determined from them. The worst result
is with a fixed colour model. Both fixed and spatially adaptive methods have a tracking fail-
ure. The spatial adaptation method is prone to adapt something which is not skin, as dem-
onstrated in the results for frame 300 of Table 19. It seems to track better when the
illumination field is uniform (the pixels selected for model updating represent well the total
colour distribution of the face) and the background does not contain similar colours. The
fixed method works when the illumination field is quite stable.

For numerical evaluation of tracking results from the methods, three different metrics
were used. The first one is the localization quality, for which the following equation can be
used to express the goodness G of the tracking:

 (29)

where AGT = area size for the manually selected ground truth bounding box, and
AC = area size for the computed bounding box.
This metric evaluates the tracking goodness as an intersection of the found and ground

truth bounding boxes against the total area which the bounding boxes cover.
From goodness measure G it is possible to calculate the error measure E = 1-G. Fig. 39

displays examples of a possible ground truth and computed bounding boxes at different
goodness and error values. The error in tracking localization for video 1 tracked with three
different methods is shown in Fig. 40. The static model has big errors when the object mod-
el is no longer valid. Adaptive methods produce similar results in frames but with geomet-
rical constraint there are more spurious error spikes. The locus constraint produces the most
stable performance.

G
AGT Ac∩

AGT Ac A– GT Ac∩+
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Table 18. Adaptive face tracking with a skin locus (video 1).

Frame: 100 Frame: 200

Frame: 300 Frame: 400

Frame: 500 Frame: 600

Frame: 700 Frame: 900
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Table 19. Adaptive face tracking with a spatial constraint (video 1).

Frame: 100 Frame: 200

Frame: 300 Frame: 400

Frame: 500 Frame: 600

Frame: 700 Frame: 900
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.

 Fig. 39. A few visualizations of the goodness and error measure.

Table 20. Face tracking with a static object model (video 1).

Frame: 100 Frame: 200

Frame: 300 Frame: 400

Frame: 500 Frame: 600

Frame: 700 Frame: 900

G=1/4, E=3/4
G=1/7, E=6/7

G=3/5, E=2/5G=1/3, E=2/3
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 Fig. 40. Localization error of the bounding box for three different tracking methods with a
static colour model, an adapted model based on geometrical constraint and an adaptive model

based on chromaticity constraint.

The segmentation results were evaluated using the true positive and false positive met-
rics. The formula of true positive TP metric is

 (30)

where NTP = the number of detected face pixels, and
NIN = the number of pixels inside the face polygon.
TP describes how many true objects pixels were found in relation to the total number

of the object pixels. The nearer the value to one, the more object pixels are found. The value
one means all object pixels were found. Fig. 41 shows TP metric results for video 1. The
static model tracking found almost all face pixels when the illumination conditions are near
those ones in the first frame. Because with geometrical constraint only pixels inside the face
localization are used in colour model adaptation, not all facial chromaticities are present in
the model even though they might belong to skin. This might be the reason for the tracking
failure around frame 300: when the illumination field is nonuniform and changing, the se-
lected pixels no longer correspond to true colour distribution. This also shows the suscep-
tibility to adapt something else which is not skin. The operation of the locus based
adaptation is most stable and best over the whole sequence even though the non-skin re-
gions of the face were not removed.
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 Fig. 41. True positives for video 1.

The false positives FP are defined as

 (31)

where NFP = the number of detected facially coloured pixels in the background, and
NOUT = the number of pixels outside the area defined by the face polygon.
FP indicates how many background pixels are activated by the colour model. When the

FP value is zero or a value near zero and the TP value is big, then the object is well sepa-
rable from the background, leading to better and more reliable localization. For video 1, the
FP values can be seen in Fig. 42. The skin locus based method is superior because from the
adaptation, those pixels which occur too often in the background are excluded from the col-
our model adaptation. Since the underlying assumptions of static model methods are
uniqueness of the colour distribution in the scene and unchanging illumination, it gives the
poorest results. Also the geometrically adaptive model relies on the assumption of the
uniqueness of the chromaticities. As can be observed from Fig. 42, the uniqueness of chro-
maticities is highly dependent on the background and uniformness of the illumination field
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over the face.

 Fig. 42. False positives for video 1.

As a conclusion from the results presented in Figs. 40-42, the adaptive tracking method
using the skin locus proved to have the most stable and best performance on a video se-
quence with true, drastic illumination changes, It was necessary to keep the bounding box
size fixed because the static and geometrically adaptive tracking methods behaved unsta-
bly.
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7 Conclusions

Colour is a very useful cue for object characterization, detection and localization. Because
it is a low level feature, it is computationally inexpensive and therefore suitable for real-
time applications. In addition, it is robust to occlusion and rotation. Unfortunately, colour
has also a serious drawback, illumination dependency, and due to this it had limited use in
practical applications. Many colour correction and colour constancy schemes have been
presented but up to now, they have been unsuccessful for machine vision applications
working in real world conditions. It is therefore important to develop techniques which can
cope with these situations.

This thesis investigates the use of illumination robust colour techniques on facial skin.
Faces were selected as a target because they are very important and common objects in im-
ages and video sequences. First, the data on the facial skin needs to be collected under var-
ying illumination conditions. To do this, two databases have been created: the Physics-
based Face Database and the Face Video Database. The Physics-based Face Database has
images of 125 persons with pale, yellow and dark skin tones. The light sources and their
SPDs are known. The images are taken with four white balancing illumination and four pre-
vailing light sources. This makes it possible to compare not only between different canon-
ical images but also between different unbalanced conditions. The skin chromaticities in
these unbalanced images differ strongly from those of skin tones. It was also noticed that
the direction of illumination colour temperature change effects the results. If the prevailing
light source has a higher colour temperature, then the colours in the images shift towards
blue. In the opposite case, a shift toward red is observed. In addition to images, the reflect-
ances of skins were measured with a spectrophotometer. Because also the responses of the
camera were known, this makes possible a physical modelling of image formation. The
Face Video Database contains images as well as videos taken by several cameras. The im-
ages are taken under the same conditions as earlier with the Physics-based Face Database.
The videos are imaged both under indoor and outdoor lighting conditions, with challenging
illumination changes.

Next, the collected data, spectral reflectances and images are analysed and shown to be
useful in different applications. The evaluation of skin spectral uniformity revealed that in
general, it is quite uniform over the pure facial skin. In some cases, the cheeks’ and fore-
head’s reflectances have minor differences but this might be due to difference in the struc-
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ture of the positions. The matt approximation of skin seems to be quite valid because the
difference between SCI and SCE measurements was only 1-1.8 % per wavelength. This is
very close to the result (5 %) given in the literature. The reflectances from facial skin seem
to be very smooth, slowly varying and similar in shape for different skin tone groups.

Before studying the possibility to model skin colour change, the different colour spaces
were evaluated. The choice of a proper colour space is an important part of any algorithm
and it can be evaluated using criteria like discriminability of colours or effect of colour
changes caused by illumination. For example, if the colours cannot be separated in RGB,
they are not that even after conversion to a human colour space. On the other hand, this non-
linear conversion can make two discriminable colours in RGB more difficult to separate.
In addition, the transformation matrix to a human colour space is illumination dependent
and therefore it cannot be used for colour constancy. Due to these reasons, one should con-
sider very carefully the use of human colour space in those applications which do not re-
quire evaluation of human vision point of view. If the evaluation is important, then the
method presented in Paper I can be used as a selection criteria for cameras. Because in our
research evaluation was not important, the skin chromaticities from different balanced and
unbalanced cases were investigated only in 17 device dependent colour spaces. The inten-
sity data was excluded because it is very sensitive to environmental changes. It was noticed
that many colour spaces are suitable for skin colour modelling if the criteria were overlap-
ping between skin chromaticity regions of two different skin tone groups, the total area oc-
cupied in the space and the uniformity of the chromaticity blob in the space. The overlap
of skin chromaticities has some dependence on the camera used and between all cameras it
was not very high. But if the comparison was done between cameras with a gain controller
and without a gain controller, the overlap increased. From these colour spaces, NCC rgb
were selected for further use because of good overall performance. The skin chromaticities
in NCC rg were found to be modellable with two quadratic functions and in NCC rb with
three straight lines. The purpose of the modelling was to find a limited region for possible
skin chromaticities under varying illumination (chromatic constraint). It was also shown
that basis functions of skin colour signals can be used for this kind of modelling and eval-
uation of colour appearance under mixed illumination condition.

The knowledge obtained from data is shown to be useful in three applications. The first
application is skin colour correction in colour images with severe overclipping. This tech-
nique requires for the overclipped image that there is an unclipped area and at least one
channel is free from clipping in the other areas. The unclipped area is used to define ratios
between channels and these ratios are used to approximate the pixels’ values in overclipped
channels. After removing overclipping, the image is subjected to PCA. To correct skin col-
ours so that they have canonical appearances, the first coefficients of the obtained eigen-
faces are replaced by those obtained after applying PCA to a canonical image. In the second
application, faces of persons are tracked in video sequences under drastic illumination
changes using a chromaticity constraint. The chromaticity constraint is used to select pixels
for updating the skin colour model of the face to be tracked. It does not assume any proba-
bility for a skin colour; it just defines if a camera can perceive a skin with a chromaticity
pair. This adaptive tracking is shown to be superior to fixed model based tracking and to
adaptive tracking with spatial pixel selection. In the last application, the tracking and seg-
mentation are combined: the chromatic constraint is used to filter out non-skin coloured
pixels to achieve the segmented image. The segmented image is again used in face tracking,
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and the localization is utilized in updating the colour model for the face and approximate
the possible range of chromaticities in the next frame.

These results confirm the validity of the main thesis statement: knowledge about an ob-
ject’s colour, like skin colour changes under different illumination conditions, can be used
to develop more robust techniques against illumination changes.
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Transforms from RGB to other colour spaces

The device dependent color spaces can be divided into two different groups depending on
whether they can be obtained from RGB values by a linear transformation or by a nonlinear
transformation. Color spaces obtained by a linear transform from RGB are I1I2I3 (Ohta’s
features), YES, YIQ, YUV, YCrCb1 (Rec 601-5), and YCbCr2 (Rec 709) whereas the fol-
lowing ones use nonlinear transforms: NCC rgb or Normalized Color Coordinates rgb,
modified rgb, ln-chromaticity (referred in this thesis as log-chroma color space), P1P2,
l1l2l3, ratio between channels (G/R, B/R and B/G), HSV, HSL, ab, TSL and Yuv.

The RGB data was scaled so that values were between 0 and 1 except in the case of
logchroma in which case the range was 0-255. The scaling is not essential for most of the
colour spaces. Some transformations needed preprocessing for certain RGB values: 1) pix-
els with 0 intensity - a special handling was needed for transformation to NCC rgb and these
pixels were removed before transformation to modified rgb, P1P2, uv and ab; 2) pixels with
achromatic color - transformations to HSV and HSL needed special attention before calcu-
lating output for achromatic colors and it was necessary to remove these pixels before mak-
ing transformation to l1l2l3; 3) pixels with a 0 green channel - they were removed before
transformation to ab color space, and 4) one or more channels have 0 value - for transfor-
mation to logchroma space these pixels were removed.

COLOR SPACES BY A LINEAR TRANSFORM FROM RGB

I1I2I3 or Ohta’s features (Ohta et al. 1980) were first introduced for segmentation as opti-
mized color features and are shown in Eqs. A1.1-3:

(A1.1)

(A1.2)

(A1.3)

YES space (Eqs. A1.4-6) has been developed by Xerox:

I1 R G B+ +( )
3

-----------------------------=

I2 ′ R B–( )=

I3 ′ 2G R B––( )
2

--------------------------------=

1
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(A1.4)

(A1.5)

(A1.6)

YIQ space, which is derived from YUV, can be used optionally by the NTSC composite
TV standard presented in Eqs. A1.7-9:

(A1.7)

(A1.8)

(A1.9)

YUV space in Eqs.A1.10-12 is the basic format for the composite color television standard
for NTSC, PAL and SECAM. uv space as shown in Eqs. A1.13-14 and Eq. A1.10 has been
presented as luminance normalized UV color information:

(A1.10)

(A1.11)

(A1.12)

(A1.13)
(A1.14)

General formulae for calculating YCbCr are shown in Eqs. A1.15-17 and specific coeffi-
cients for different standards are in Table 1. The general YCbCr definition is:

(A1.15)

(A1.16)

(A1.17)

The chromaticities for the normalized colour coordinates NCC or normalized RGB (Eqs.
A1.18-19)are obtained by normalizing the RGB with intensity I (Wyszecki & Stiles 2000):

(A1.18)

Table 1: Coefficients for two YCbCr standards

Standard Red coefficient c1 Green coefficient c2 Blue coefficient c3

Rec.601 0.2989 0.5866 0.1145
Rec 709 0.2126 0.7152 0.0722

Y 0.253R 0.684G 0.063B+ +=

E 0.500R 0.500B– 0.000B+=

S 0.250R 0.250G 0.500B–+=

Y 0.30R 0.59G 0.11B+ +=

I 0.60R 0.28G– 0.31B+=

Q 0.21 0.52G– 0.31B+=

Y 0.299R 0.587G 0.114B+ +=

U 0.– 147R 0.289G– 0.437B+=

V 0.615R 0.515– G 0.100B–=

u U Y⁄=

v V Y⁄=

Y c1R c2G c3B+ +=

Cb
B Y–

2 2c3–
------------------=

Cr
R Y–

2 2c1–
------------------=

I R G B+ +=

2
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(A1.19)

where x = r,g,b and X = R, G, B respectively.
As shown by Eqs. A1.19-20 for modified rgb space (Tominaga 2000), the definition of in-
tensity differs from the one of the NCC :

(A1.20)

Log-chromaticity space (Berens & Finlayson 2000) has been applied to image indexing and
is presented in Eqs. A1.21-22.

(A1.21)

(A1.22)

P1P2 color space (Vertan et al. 2000) has been used for the making of a chromaticity Fou-
rier spectrum:

(A1.23)

(A1.24)

l1l2l3 color space (Gevers & Smeulders 1999) as presented in Eq. A1.25-27 has been used
for color-based object recognition.

(A1.25)

(A1.26)

(A1.27)

Foley et al. (1996) give for HSV Eqs. A1.28-30 which show one of the possible transfor-
mation methods:

x
X
I
----=

I R
2

G
2

B
2

+ +=

r g
Rln
Gln

--------- R Gln–ln= =

rg b
R G⋅( )ln

B2ln
----------------------- R Gln 2 Bln–+ln= =

P1
1

2
------- G R–

R G B+ +
------------------------=

P2
1

6
-------2B R– G–

R G B+ +
---------------------------=

l1
R G–( )2

R G–( )2 R B–( )2 G B–( )2+ +
------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

l2
R B–( )2

R G–( )2 R B–( )2 G B–( )2+ +
------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

l3
G B–( )2

R G–( )2 R B–( )2 G B–( )2+ +
------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

3
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(A1.28)

(A1.29)

(A1.30)

and in the case of B>G, then H = 360-H.   (A1.31)
Many people find HS-spaces (HSL, HSV, HSB, HSI) intuitive for colour definition. In Fo-
ley et al. (1996), HSL (Eqs. A1.32-33, Eq. A1.30) color space differs from HSV on how S
and L are defined:

(A1.32)

(A1.33)

Kawato and Ohya (2000b) have used ab space which is derived from NCC rg-chromatici-
ties and shown in Eq. A1.34. (Note: in their ab space : b=((3 1/2 )/2)*g).:

(A1.34)

(A1.35)

TSL (Tint - Saturation - Lightness) colorspace was developed by Terrillon et al. (2000) and
it is also derived from NCC rg-chromaticities as can be seen from Eqs. A1.36-38:.

(A1.36)

(A1.37)

(A1.38)

V max R G B, ,( )=

S
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------------------------------------------------------------------------ max R G B, ,( ) 0≠,

0 max R G B, ,( ), 0=




=
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Visualization of skin chromaticities at different colour
spaces

(a) (b)

             (c)   (d)

1

Fig. A2.1. displays images of skin chromaticities plotted at different colour spaces (continues),
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      (e)       (f)

             (g)            (h)

           (i)            (j)

2

Fig. A2.1. Continues,
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         (k)          (l)

         (m)          (n)

              (o)       (p)

3

Fig. A2.1. Continues,
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Fig. A2.1. Plotted skin chromaticities at different colour spaces: (a) YCbCr1, (b) l1l2l3, (c)
logchroma, (d) ratio b/g-g/r, (e) ratio b/r-g/r, (f) ratio b/g-b/r, (g) P1P2, (h) Ohta I1I2I3, (i) YES,
(l) modified rgb, (j) modified rgb, (k) modified rgb, (l) modified rgb, (m) NCC rgb, (n) NCC

rgb, (o) YIQ, (p) ab, (q) YUV, and (r) Yuv.

            (q)     (r)
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Mean shift algorithm

The mean shift algorithm presented here was used by Comaniciu et al. (2000) and Coman-
iciu and Ramesh (2000) for face tracking. The multivariate kernel density estimate is

 (A3.1)

where x = a point,
n = number of points,
K = selected kernel,
d = dimension of the space, and
h = window radius or bandwith.
The kernel is Epanechnikov kernel, and its formula is

 (A3.2)

where Cd = the volume of the unit d-dimensional sphere.
The colour distribution of the object is converted to 1D distributions. The multivariate

density estimate is used to weight colours based on their appearance inside the kernel. A
Bhattacharyya coefficient is used to evaluate the difference δ between two distributions:

 (A3.3)

where q = target model,
p = calculated distribution, and
y = location.
The tracking starts initialization from which the target histogram is set. In the next

frame, the surroundings of former localization is sought to find a position in which the dif-

f̂ x( ) 1

nh
d

--------- K
x xi–

h
------------- 

  ,
i 1=

n

∑=

KE x( )
1
2
---C
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d 2+( ) 1 x

2
–( ) if x 1<,
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ference δ is smaller than a certain threshold.

2



Errata

Paper 1
Page 349, 4th paragraph: λ1 = 400 nm should be λ1 = 700 nm.
Page 353, 3rd paragraph: Birdgeman’s should be Bridgeman’s.
Page 353, 3rd paragraph, 16th row: Table 2 should be Table 3.
Page 356, Table 6: ∆E*ab<=1.5 should be ∆E*ab<=3.0.

Paper II
Page 35, 3rd paragraph: Fig. 1 should be Fig. 2.

Paper VIII
Page 44, 3rd paragraph: [5] should be [4].
Page 47, 2nd paragraph: vol. 2, pp. 142-149 should be pp.11-18.
Page 48, 1st paragraph: pp. 11-18 should be pp. 142-149.
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